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www.penguin.com/facinfo
PENGUIN CIVIC CLASSICS

Penguin Civic Classics is a series of six portable, accessible, and—above all—essential reads from American political history, selected by leading scholars. Series editor Richard Beeman, author of *The Penguin Guide to the U.S. Constitution*, draws together the great texts of American civic life, including the founding documents, pivotal historical speeches, and important Supreme Court decisions, to create a timely and informative mini-library of perennially vital issues.

**American Political Speeches**
*Edited with an Introduction by Terry Golway*

American Political Speeches includes the best American rhetoric from men and women who were able to move the nation with words. Includes Frederick Douglass, Martin Luther King, Jr., William Jennings Bryan, Abraham Lincoln, John F. Kennedy, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Ronald Reagan, and many more.

208 pages • 978-0-14-312195-4 • $12.00

**Supreme Court Decisions**
*Edited with an Introduction by Jay M. Feinman*

Legal expert Jay M. Feinman introduces and selects some of the most important Supreme Court Decisions of all time, which touch on the very foundations of American society. These cases cover a vast array of issues, from the powers of government and freedom of speech to freedom of religion and civil liberties.

176 pages • 978-0-14-312199-2 • $12.00

**Thomas Paine**

**Common Sense**
*Introduction by Richard Beeman*

Published anonymously in 1776, six months before the Declaration of Independence, *Common Sense* was a radical and impassioned call for America to free itself and set up an independent republican government. Savagely attacking hereditary kingship and aristocratic institutions, Paine urged a new beginning for his adopted country in which personal freedom and social equality would be upheld and economic and cultural progress encouraged.

176 pages • 978-0-14-312200-5 • $12.00

**Abraham Lincoln**

**Lincoln Speeches**
*Edited with an Introduction by Allen C. Guelzo*

Abraham Lincoln endowed all of his rhetoric with vigor and moral energy, no matter the subject: the duty of the citizenry, the coming of freedom, the meaning of governance, the evils of slavery, the value of progress. The speeches selected for this volume by Lincoln expert Allen C. Guelzo are a testament to our history and a window into the mind of one of America’s greatest leaders.

208 pages • 978-0-14-312198-5 • $12.00

**The Declaration of Independence and the United States Constitution**
*Annotated with an Introduction by Richard Beeman*

No citizen of the United States should be without the Declaration and the Constitution, the most important documents in the nation’s history. Richard Beeman’s annotations and modernizing commentary make these foundational and indispensable texts approachable for all, showing why they remain at the core of modern American life.

176 pages • 978-0-14-312196-1 • $12.00

**Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and John Jay**

**The Federalist Papers**
*Edited with an Introduction by Richard Beeman*

Written at a time when furious arguments were raging about the best way to govern America, *The Federalist Papers* had the immediate practical aim of persuading New Yorkers to accept the newly drafted Constitution in 1787; Beeman’s analysis helps clarify the goals, at once separate and in concert, of Madison, Hamilton, and Jay during their writing, and his selections show the array of issues—both philosophical and policy-specific—covered by this body of work.

208 pages • 978-0-14-312197-8 • $12.00
Michael Farquhar

**A TREASURY OF GREAT AMERICAN SCANDALS**
Tantalizing True Tales of Historic Misbehavior by the Founding Fathers and Others Who Let Freedom Swing
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-303544-2 • $15.00

**A TREASURY OF DECEPTION**
Liers, Misleaders, Hoodwinkers, and the Extraordinary True Stories of History’s Greatest Hoaxes, Fakes and Frauds
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-200192-9 • $15.00

**THE RISE OF A GLOBAL POWER, THE DEMOCRATIC YEARS 1857-2000**
Penguin • 512 pp. • 978-0-14-044495-7 • $15.00

---

**THE FEDERALIST PAPERS**
Edited by Clinton Rossiter
Introduction and Annotations by Charles R. Ketler
Reissue. Based on the original McLean edition of 1788. INCLUDES: Table of Contents with a brief precis of each essay; Appendix containing a copy of the constitution with cross-references to The Federalist Papers; Index of Ideas that lists the major political concepts discussed; and copies of the Declaration of Independence and Articles of Confederation.
Signet Classics • 688 pp. • 978-0-451-52881-0 • $7.95

**Edited and Introduced by Isaac Kramnick**
This collection of all eighty-five papers contains the complete first edition text published in 1788 in New York by J. and A. McLean. Includes the Constitution. Notes. Penguin Classics • 528 pp. • 978-0-14-044495-7 • $15.00
See Penguin Civic Classics, page iii

**AND THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS**
"A refreshing, unorthodox, upbeat—and most welcome—tribute to America.”— NPR. org. “[A] lushly painted romp through the fringes of democracy.”—The Washington Post. 4-color throughout.
Penguin Press • 480 pp. • 978-1-59420-267-4 • $29.95
Penguin • 480 pp. • 978-0-14-312203-6 • $18.00
Paperback available November 2012
A New York Magazine Top 10 Book of 2010

**THE ANTI-FEDERALIST PAPERS AND THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION DEBATES**
A complete collection of original documents. Important arguments are keyed to corresponding Federalist letters.
Signet Classics • 416 pp. • 978-0-451-52884-1 • $7.95

**THE WATCHERS**
The Rise of America’s Surveillance State
See The Judiciary and Criminal Justice, page 8

**THE LIBERAL HOUR**
Washington and the Politics of Change in the 1960s
Penguin History of American Life Series
“A riveting narrative of one of the most fascinating decades in American history...brilliantly insightful.”—Doris Kearns Goodwin. Penguin • 448 pp. • 978-0-14-311546-5 • $18.00

---

**AMERICAN EMPIRE**
The Penguin History of the United States
Eric Foner, series editor
“Freeman’s epic survey provides a fuller understanding of America’s postwar achievements and challenges, without the bias...or despair of other books on these important issues.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review), “Superb on foreign affairs...equally excellent on cultural, political and economic issues...”
McGraw-Hill • 352 pp. • 978-0-07-159746-0 • $29.95

**How Washington Is Destroying the American Dream from A to Z**
From the Alternative Minimum Tax to Zip Codes, a scathing indictment of government waste.
Riverhead • 416 pp. • 978-1-59420-487-2 • $16.00

---

**THE ORIGINS OF THE AMERICAN CONSTITUTION: A Documentary History**
"Easily the best brief documentary history of the origins of the U.S. Constitution.”—Terence Ball. INCLUDES: The Articles of Confederation, the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and the Judiciary Act; the twenty-one most important Federalist papers (numbers 1, 2, 5, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 23, 37, 39, 47, 48, 49, 51, 62, 63, 70, 78, 84, 85); seventeen Anti-Federalist writings, including substantial extracts from the two leading critics of the Constitution, “Federal Farmer” and “Brutus”; sixty letters; and important proceedings, resolutions, and state plans.
Penguin • 488 pp. • 978-0-14-08744-4 • $17.00

---

**The Federalist Papers**
Expanded and Updated Eighth Edition
From “Common Sense” to Barack Obama’s Inaugural Address. “Presents the vital documents of American history with incisive and informed commentary—an invaluable resource for the student, the teacher and the history buff.”—Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. Signet • 688 pp. • 978-0-451-22850-5 • $9.99

---

**THE PATRIARCH**
The Remarkable Life and Turbulent Times of Joseph P. Kennedy
The first and only biography based on unrestricted and exclusive access to the Joseph P. Kennedy papers—by the renowned biographer of Andrew Carnegie and William Randolph Hearst.
Penguin Press • 832 pp. • 978-1-59420-376-3 • $40.00
Available November 2012

**A TREASURY OF GREAT AMERICAN SCANDALS**
Tantalizing True Tales of Historic Misbehavior by the Founding Fathers and Others Who Let Freedom Swing
Penguin • 336 pp. • 978-0-14-044492-3 • $15.00

**THE PATRIOTIC HOUR**
November 2012

---

**How a Merchant, a Playwright, and a Spy Saved the American Revolution**
Riverhead • 416 pp. • 978-1-59420-487-2 • $16.00

---

**Citizens USA**
The official companion book to the HBO documentary in which acclaimed filmmaker Pelosi sets out on a road trip across America to attend naturalization ceremonies in all fifty states, meet brand-new citizens, and find out why they chose America as their home.
NAL • 256 pp. • 978-0-451-23539-8 • $28.00
Larry Schavikart

WHAT WOULD THE FOUNDER SAY?
A Patriot’s Answers to America’s Most Pressing Problems
Conservative historian Larry Schweikart tackles some of the key issues confronting our nation today: education, government bailouts, gun control, health care, the environment, and more.
Sentinel • 256 pp. • 978-1-59523-074-4 • $26.95

SEVEN EVENTS THAT MADE AMERICA AMERICA
And Proved That the Founding Fathers Were Right all Along
Sentinel • 272 pp. • 978-1-59523-079-9 • $16.00

Larry Schavikart and Michael Allen

A PATRIOT’S HISTORY
OF THE UNITED STATES
From Columbus’s Great Discovery to the War on Terror
Updated to include Rush Limbaugh’s interview with Larry Schweikart. “A fluid account of America from the discovery of the Continent up to the present day.”—The Wall Street Journal. “As an antidote to A People’s History...the book succeeds mightily.”
—National Review
Sentinel • 944 pp. • 978-1-59523-032-4 • $25.00

Alexis de Tocqueville

DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA
and Two Essays on America
Translated by Gerald Bevan
Introduction by Isaac Kramnick
Notes by Jeff Selinger
This translation of Tocqueville’s masterpiece is the only edition to contain all his writings on America—including the rarely-translated Two Weeks in the Wilderness and Excursion to Lake Oneida. Chronology, suggestions for further reading, and explanatory notes.
Penguin Classics • 992 pp. • 978-0-14-044760-6 • $13.00

DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA
Edited by Richard D. Heffner
Afterword by Varian Gregorian
Signet Classics • 400 pp. • 978-0-451-53160-5 • $7.95

Eric Alterman and Kevin Mattson

THE CAUSE
The Fight for American Liberalism from Franklin Roosevelt to Barack Obama
Viking • 416 pp. • 978-0-670-02343-1 • $29.95

Matt Bai

THE ARGUMENT
Billionaires, Bloggers, and the Battle to Remake Democratic Politics
Penguin • 336 pp. • 978-0-14-311417-5 • $16.00
A New York Times Notable Book

Dan Balz and Hayes Johnson

THE BATTLE FOR AMERICA
The Story of an Extraordinary Election
“An evenhanded and comprehensive account of the race.”—Randy James, Time.
“Magisterial...captures the thrill of the campaign and its meaning.”—George Stephanopoulos,
Penguin • 448 pp. • 978-0-14-311770-4 • $16.00

Ronald Brownstein

THE SECOND CIVIL WAR
How Extreme Partisanship Has Paralyzed Washington and Polarized America
“A masterful work...provide[s] fresh perspectives on how we might move beyond the partisan divisions that plague us.”—Doris Kearns Goodwin. “Provocative.”—Allan Brinkley, The New York Times Book Review.
Penguin • 496 pp. • 978-0-14-311342-1 • $23.00

Finding history of postwar politics, international relations, culture, and philosophy—all in one

Kevin Phillips

1775
A Good Year for Revolution
Punctures the myth that 1776 was the watershed year of the American Revolution and suggests that the great events and confrontations of 1775 achieved a sweeping Patriot control of territory and local government that Britain was never able to overcome.
Viking • 640 pp. • 978-0-670-02512-1 • $36.00

Melissa Rossi

WHAT EVERY AMERICAN SHOULD KNOW ABOUT WHO’S REALLY RUNNING AMERICA
And What You Can Do About It
A guide to who is pulling the strings behind the scenes of American politics. B/w photos, maps.
Plume • 304 pp. • 978-0-452-28820-1 • $16.00

WHAT EVERY AMERICAN SHOULD KNOW ABOUT WHO’S REALLY RUNNING THE WORLD
Filled with an entertaining and informative mix of hard facts, examinations of global issues, and profiles of the heavy hitters.
Plume • 400 pp. • 978-0-452-28615-3 • $16.00

WHAT EVERY AMERICAN SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE REST OF THE WORLD
“Simple. Brilliant. Timely. Rossi cuts through the jargon and cuts to the quick in her funny, wise analysis of geopolitics.”—Farai Chideya. Contains straightforward explanations, cross-referenced entries, pronunciation guides, illustrations, and maps.
Plume • 400 pp. • 978-0-452-28405-0 • $16.00

WHAT EVERY AMERICAN SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE MIDDLE EAST
See Middle East, page 29

Franco Scardino

THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO U.S. GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS
See Reference, page 53

Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.

JOURNALS: 1952–2000
Penguin • 912 pp. • 978-0-14-311435-2 • $20.00
A Boston Globe, Newsweek, and Washington Post Book of the Year

Ted Widmer, editor

AMERICAN SPEECHES
A collection of the greatest speeches in American history.
Part 1: Political Oratory from the Revolution to the Civil War
Library of America • 850 pp. • 978-1-59853-151-0 • $14.95
Part 2: Political Oratory from Abraham Lincoln to Bill Clinton
Library of America • 875 pp. • 978-1-59853-152-7 • $14.95

ELECTORAL POLITICS
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James Carville and Stan Greenberg
◆ IT’S THE MIDDLE CLASS, STUPID!
Two of the nation’s top political strategists explain how the Democrats can capture the 2012 election (and recapture their base) by recommitting the party to saving America’s working people.
Blue Rider Press • 256 pp. • 978-0-399-16039-4 • $26.95

Dante Chinni and James Gimpel
◆ OUR PATCHWORK NATION
The Surprising Truth About the “Real” America
Foreword by Ray Suarez
“Does what no other book has ever done—explains in real words who we are as Americans.”—Jim Lehrer. “Brings a fascinating insight into what makes Americans different these days.”—The Miami Herald.
Gotham • 336 pp. • 978-1-59523-080-5 • $17.00

Mitch Daniels
◆ KEEPING THE REPUBLIC
Saving America by Trusting Americans
“Governor Daniels has emerged as one of our nation’s leading voices for reform and common sense in government.”—Speaker of the House John Boehner.
Sentinel • 272 pp. • 978-1-59523-080-5 • $26.95

John W. Dean
◆ BROKEN GOVERNMENT
How Republican Rule Destroyed the Legislative, Executive, and Judicial Branches
Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-311421-5 • $16.00
Also available: Conservatives without Conscience 978-0-14-303886-3

Mike Huckabee
◆ A SIMPLE GOVERNMENT
Twelve Things We Really Need from Washington (and a Trillion That We Don’t!)
The voice of common sense conservatism offers twelve essential truths that can help Americans put aside differences and return to the simple principles of the Founding Fathers: liberty, justice, personal freedom, and civic virtue.
Plume • 408 pp. • 978-0-452-28567-5 • $14.00

Garrison Keillor
◆ HUNTING DEMOCRAT: A Few Plain Thoughts from the Heart of America
Updated with a New Chapter
“At once a memoir of his campaign, a treatise on the ills of the Republican Party, and a blueprint for his own political future.”—Time.
Sentinel • 256 pp. • 978-1-59523-057-7 • $15.00

Joe Kernen and Blake Kernen
◆ YOUR TEACHER SAID WHAT!
Trying to Raise a Fifth Grade Capitalist in Obama’s America
“CNBC broadcaster Joe Kernen and his young daughter Blake have put together a readable, informative, lively primer on free-market capitalism.”—Steve Forbes.
Portfolio • 272 pp. • 978-0-06-130378-2 • $15.00

Mike Lofgren
◆ THE PARTY IS OVER
How Republicans Went Crazy, Democrats Became Useless, and the Middle Class Got Shafted
Based on the explosive article Lofgren wrote when he resigned in disgust after the debt ceiling crisis, this book is a funny and impassioned expose of everything that is wrong with Washington.
Viking • 208 pp. • 978-0-670-02626-5 • $24.95

David Manet
◆ THE SECRET KNOWLEDGE
On the Dismantling of American Culture
Sentinel • 256 pp. • 978-1-59523-076-8 • $27.95

Joe McGinniss
◆ THE SELLING OF THE PRESIDENT
Penguin • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-011240-5 • $16.00

Mike Plouffe
◆ THE AUDACITY TO WIN
The Inside Story and Lessons of Barack Obama’s Historic Victory
From the architect of the Obama campaign. “Gives readers a visceral sense of the campaign from an insider’s point of view... [Plouffe] offers acute assessments of the larger dynamics at play in the 2008 race, and he is frank about missteps that the Obama campaign made along the way.”—The New York Times.
“Engaging, detailed and frequently illuminating.”—San Francisco Chronicle.
Penguin • 432 pp. • 978-0-452-29757-9 • $16.00

For instructions on requesting permission to photocopy Penguin Group (USA) titles for coursepacks and general classroom use visit: www.penguin.com/permissions or call the Copyright Clearance Center at 978.750.8400.
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George McGovern
◆ WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A DEMOCRAT
“In a book that is far more serious-minded than some of those written by actual 2012 presidential candidates, McGovern lays out a series of ideas aimed at fixing the nation’s job crisis, improving health care and education and reducing the widening gap between the rich and everyone else.”—Star Tribune.
Blue Rider Press • 256 pp. • 978-0-399-16039-4 • $22.95

Sheldon Rampton and John Stauber
◆ TRUST US, WE’RE EXPERTS!
“Finally a long-overdue expose of the shenanigans and subterfuge that lie behind the making of experts in America.”—Jeremy Rifkin.
Tarcher • 364 pp. • 978-0-14-303539-8 • $16.00

John Micklethwait and Adrian Wooldridge
◆ THE RIGHT NATION
Conservative Power in America
“An original, probing, and engaging examination...Part social analysis, part history of ideas that examines how conservative ideology became such a defining feature of American life.”—Foreign Affairs.
Penguin • 404 pp. • 978-0-14-303539-8 • $16.00
A Weekly Standard Book of the Year

Greg Palast
◆ ARMED MADHOUSE: From Baghdad to New Orleans—Sordid Secrets and Strange Tales of a White House Gone Wild
“Palast’s stories bite. They’re so relevant they threaten to alter history.”—Chicago Tribune.
Plume • 432 pp. • 978-0-452-28831-7 • $15.00

THE BEST DEMOCRACY MONEY CAN BUY
The Truth About Corporate Cons, Globalization, and High-Finance Frauds
Revised with New Material
“A most provocative book...great for classroom discussion.”—Robert Langran, Villanova Univ.
Plume • 408 pp. • 978-0-452-28567-5 • $14.00

David Plouffe
◆ THE AUDACITY TO WIN
The Inside Story and Lessons of Barack Obama’s Historic Victory
From the architect of the Obama campaign. “Gives readers a visceral sense of the campaign from an insider’s point of view... [Plouffe] offers acute assessments of the larger dynamics at play in the 2008 race, and he is frank about missteps that the Obama campaign made along the way.”—The New York Times.
“Engaging, detailed and frequently illuminating.”—San Francisco Chronicle.
Penguin • 432 pp. • 978-0-14-311808-4 • $16.00

For instructions on requesting permission to photocopy Penguin Group (USA) titles for coursepacks and general classroom use visit: www.penguin.com/permissions or call the Copyright Clearance Center at 978.750.8400.
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Peter Elkind

CLIENT 9
The Rise and Fall of Eliot Spitzer
“An absorbing account of Spitzer’s improbable journey from New York rich kid to celebrated Wall Street scoundrel—to infamous Client No. 9 of the Emperor’s Club.”—Los Angeles Times. Now a major documentary by Academy Award–winning director Alex Gibney.

Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-024295-7 • $16.00

Antonia Felix

SONIA SOTOMAYOR
The True American Dream
The definitive biography of the first Latina and third woman ever appointed to the Supreme Court.

Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-452-28930-7 • $18.00

Jan Crawford Greenburg

SUPREME CONFLICT
The Inside Story of the Struggle for Control of the United States Supreme Court
“A tour de force!”—Dennis Hutchinson, University of Chicago Law School.

Penguin • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-311304-1 • $16.00

A Choice Outstanding Academic Title, a Choice Outstanding Academic Title, a Washington Post Best Book, an ABA Silver Gavel Award finalist

John Marshall

WRITINGS
Edited by Charles Holson
This volume collects 200 documents written between 1779 and 1835, including Marshall’s most important judicial opinions, his influential rulings during the Aaron Burr treason trial, speeches, newspaper essays, and revealing letters to friends, fellow judges, and his beloved wife, Polly.

Penguin • 608 pp. • 978-0-14-303527-5 • $18.00

Shane Harris

THE WATCHERS
The Rise of America’s Surveillance State
Using exclusive access to key insiders, the author charts the rise of America’s surveillance state over the past twenty-five years. “Harris displays an exquisite understanding of the intricacies of his topic and a remarkable sensitivity to the genuine concerns of the watchers and their critics...A sharply written, wise analysis of the complex mashup of electronic sleuthing, law, policy and culture.”—Kirkus Reviews.

Penguin • 432 pp. • 978-0-14-311890-9 • $17.00

Peter Irons

GOD ON TRIAL: Landmark Cases from America’s Religious Battlesfields
An in-depth look at six recent landmark court battles over the separation of church and state. “Clarifies the legal issues in these important cases as well as what one federal judge called the Supreme Court’s ‘utterly standardless’ decisions.”—Publishers Weekly.

Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-313175-1 • $16.00

A PEOPLE’S HISTORY OF THE SUPREME COURT Revised and Updated Edition
Preface by Howard Zinn

Penguin • 576 pp. • 978-0-14-303738-5 • $19.00

JIM CROW’S CHILDREN
The Broken Promise of the Brown Decision
“In an engaging, panoramic history of school desegregation, including the exhilarating breakthroughs and the heartbreaking setbacks.”—The Washington Post Index.

Penguin • 400 pp. • 978-0-14-200375-6 • $17.00

American Bar Association Silver Gavel Award Winner; APSA Prize for Best Book in the Area of Ethnic and Racial Politics in Public Policy and Law

THE COURAGE OF THEIR CONVICTIONS Sixteen Americans Who Fought Their Way to the Supreme Court

Penguin • 448 pp. • 978-0-14-012810-9 • $18.00

Errol Morris

A WILDERNESS OF ERROR
The Trials of Jeffrey MacDonald
Academy Award–winning documentary filmmaker and former private detective Errol Morris examines the nature of evidence and proof in the infamous Jeffrey MacDonald murder case.

Penguin Press • 352 pp. • 978-1-59853-064-3 • $40.00

Bruce Watson

SACCO AND VANZETTI: The Men, the Murders, and the Judgment of Mankind
The first full-length narrative of the case in thirty years. “Beautifully written, meticulously researched.”—Howard Zinn.

Penguin • 488 pp. • 978-0-14-311428-4 • $16.00

Edgar Allan Poe Awards nominee

Saying Yes In Defense of Drug Use
“A powerful refutation of the pharmacological prejudices underlying the war on drugs.”—Nadine Strossen, president of the ACLU; professor, NYU Law School.

Tarcher • 352 pp. • 978-00-28-64351-9 • $16.95

Lisa Smith, Linda Wagner, and John Arons

DISPATCHES FROM JUVENILE HALL Fixing a Failing System
Drawing on actual case studies, the authors show how conventional “tough on crime” tactics have only worsened the juvenile crime epidemic, and present a new blueprint for change that incorporates punitive action, rehabilitation, and family intervention.

Penguin • 288 pp. • 978-0-14-311622-6 • $15.00

Jeffrey Ian Ross and Stephen C. Richards

BEHIND BARS
Surviving Prison
“An absorbing, original book that should be required reading for criminal justice classes. ...Gives the outsider an in-depth look at what it is like to be in prison in America today. Highly recommended.”—Library Journal.

Alpha • 240 pp. • 978-00-28-64351-9 • $14.95

Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti

THE LETTERS OF SACCO AND VANZETTI
Edited by Gardner Jackson & Marion D. Frankfurter
Introduction by Richard Polenberg

Penguin Classics • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-311428-4 • $16.00

For instructions on requesting permission to photocopy Penguin Group (USA) titles for coursepacks and general classroom use visit: www.penguin.com/permissions or call the Copyright Clearance Center at 978.750.8400.
### American Diplomacy and Foreign Policy

#### Reporting Vietnam

**American Journalism 1950–1975**

*Introduction by Ward Just*

Includes a detailed chronology, maps, biographical profiles, notes, glossary, and index.
- Library of America • 830 pp. • 978-1-883011-90-4 • $17.95

**REPORTING WORLD WAR II**

*American Journalism 1938–46 Introduction by Stephen E. Ambrose*

Preface by Samuel Hayes
- Library of America • 876 pp. • 978-1-931082-05-1 • $18.95

#### RISE to GLOBALISM

**American Foreign Policy Since 1938 Ninth Revised Edition**

“One of the most lively and provocative interpretive studies of the major events in recent American diplomatic history.”—American Historical Review. Now updated through the administration of George W. Bush
- Penguin • 480 pp. • 978-0-14-026831-7 • $17.00

#### AMERICANS at War

*Stephen E. Ambrose*

- Berkley • 272 pp. • 978-0-425-16510-2 • $15.00

#### WOODROW Wilson: A Life

*Louis Auchincloss*

*See The White House, page 5*

#### The Puzzle Palace

- by Stephen E. Ambrose

- Library of America • 556 pp. • 978-0-14-006748-4 • $18.00

### The Judiciary / American Diplomacy & Foreign Policy

**The Injustice System**

*Clive Stafford Smith*

**A True Story of Crime and Punishment**

The maverick criminal defense lawyer tells the story of his most frustrating case, guiding us through the whole scaffolding of the legal process and revealing a fundamentally broken system whose goal is not so much to find the right man as to convict.
- Viking • 352 pp. • 978-0-670-02370-7 • $27.95

Available November 2012

---

**The Injustice System**

*Benjamin Wittes*

**Law and the Long War**

“The Future of Justice in the Age of Terror”

“Very simply, this is the best study of the legal problems arising from the U.S. war on terror. Whether Wittes is writing on Guantanamo, habeas corpus, military commissions, electronic surveillance, torture and coercive interrogation, or preventive detention, he is invariably illuminating and thoughtful.”—Philip Bobbitt, Columbia University.
- Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-311532-8 • $18.00

---

**The 9/11 Wars**

*Jason Burke*

At once investigation, reportage and contemporary history, The 9/11 Wars is an essential book for understanding the dangerous and unstable twenty-first century. Whether reporting on the riots in France or the attack on Mumbai, suicide bombers in Iraq or British troops fighting in Helmand, Jason Burke tells the story of a world that changed forever when the hijacked planes flew out of the brilliant blue sky above Manhattan on September 11th.
- Penguin Global • 500 pp. • 978-0-14-104459-4 • $20.00

---

**The Art of Intelligence**

*Henry A. Crumpton*

Lessons from a Life in the CIA’s Clandestine Service

“Powerfully capturing the lessons from his vast and diverse career as spy and diplomat, [this book] is a must read for anyone seeking to understand the intricacies of decision making in the 21st century.”—General James L. Jones, Former National Security Advisor.
- Penguin Press • 352 pp. • 978-1-99420-334-3 • $27.95

---

**Secrets: A Memoir of Vietnam and the Pentagon Papers**

*Daniel Ellsberg*

“A profound education in politics and morality.”—Howard Zinn. “Ellsberg’s deft critique of secrecy in government is an invaluable contribution to understanding one of our nation’s darkest hours.”—Theodore Roszak, San Francisco Chronicle. Here is Ellsberg’s account of how—and why—he smuggled out of his office the 7,000-page top-secret study that would alter the course of American history.
- Penguin • 512 pp. • 978-0-14-303466-7 • $18.00

---

**American America the Vulnerable**

*Joel Brenner*

Inside the New Threat Matrix of Digital Espionage, Crime, and Warfare

See Media and Technology, page 19

---

**The Bin Ladens**

*Jason Burke*

“A remarkable book....No one else I know has been able to bring such a broad perspective to bear on the rise of Bin Laden; the CIA itself would be hard put to beat his grasp of global events.”—Ahmed Rashid, The New York Review of Books.
- Penguin • 738 pp. • 978-0-14-303466-7 • $18.00

Winner of the Pulitzer Prize, the Lionel Gelber Prize, and the Arthur Ross Award; a New York Times Notable Book; a Washington Post Book of the Year

Also available: The Bin Ladens, p. 28; On the Grand Trunk Road, p. 30; Private Empire, p. 40

---

**The Untold Secrets of Russia’s Master Spy in America After the End of the Cold War**

*Pete Earley*

COMRADE J

The Untold Secrets of Russia’s Master Spy in America After the End of the Cold War
- Berkley • 332 pp. • 978-0-425-22682-2 • $16.00

---

**Secrets: A Memoir of Vietnam and the Pentagon Papers**

“A profound education in politics and morality.”—Howard Zinn. “Ellsberg’s deft critique of secrecy in government is an invaluable contribution to understanding one of our nation’s darkest hours.”—Theodore Roszak, San Francisco Chronicle. Here is Ellsberg’s account of how—and why—he smuggled out of his office the 7,000-page top-secret study that would alter the course of American history.
- Penguin • 512 pp. • 978-0-14-303466-7 • $18.00

American Book Award Winner; PEN-USA West Book Award Winner for Creative Nonfiction
With remarkable power...conjure[s] the atmosphere brilliantly researched.”—
the documentary film. “Deeply haunting and with the Americans involved. A companion to hundreds of hours of exclusive interviews happened at Abu Ghraib prison, based on The first full reckoning of what actually
Lawless Roads
Also available:
and
The
Penguin • 208 pp. • 978-0-14-303902-0 • $16.00
Penguin Classics Deluxe Edition
Penguin • 544 pp. • 978-0-14-024350-5 • $20.00
historical writings, and relevant literary criticism.
work, along with essays by Greene, extensive
Vietnam War includes the complete text of the novel about American involvement in the
Viking Critical Library Series
Written with an Introduction by John Clark Pratt
Text and Criticism
THE QUIET AMERICAN
American Indian Activists and the Place They Made
A history of Indian political activism told through the inspiring stories of the men and women who defined and defended American Indian political identity. Penguin Press • 496 pp. • 978-1-59420-365-7 • $32.95
Available November 2012

John Lewis Gaddis
George F. Kennan
An American Life
Penguin Press • 800 pp. • 978-0-14-312215-9 • $22.00
Paperback available November 2012
A New York Times Notable Book Finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award Winner of the Pulitzer Prize
THE COLD WAR: A New History
Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-303872-6 • $17.00
Winner of the 2006 Harry S. Truman Book Award; a Washington Post Top 100 Book; a Boston Globe Top 12 Nonfiction Books of 2006

Philip Gourevitch and Errol Morris
THE BALLAD OF ABU GHRAIB
Penguin • 304 pp. • 978-0-14-311539-7 • $16.00

Graham Greene
THE QUIET AMERICAN
Text and Criticism
Edited with an Introduction by John Clark Pratt
Viking Critical Library Series
This edition of Graham Greene’s prophetic novel about American involvement in the Vietnam War includes the complete text of the work, along with essays by Greene, extensive historical writings, and relevant literary criticism.
Penguin • 544 pp. • 978-0-14-324350-5 • $20.00
Penguin Classics Deluxe Edition
Penguin • 208 pp. • 978-0-14-303902-0 • $16.00
Also available: The Power and the Glory and The Lawless Roads, p. 34

Martin Jacques
WHEN CHINA RULES THE WORLD
The End of the Western World and the Birth of a New Global Order

Henry Kissinger
ON CHINA
New Afterword by the author
Penguin • 608 pp. • 978-0-14-312131-2 • $18.00

Don kleppel
BANANA: The Fate of the Fruit That Changed the World
See Latin America and the Caribbean, page 34

James Mann
RISE OF THE VULCANS
The History of Bush’s War Cabinet
“The most detailed and comprehensive account of the Bush foreign policy team to date.”—Los Angeles Times Book Review.
Penguin • 488 pp. • 978-0-14-303489-6 • $16.00
A Washington Post Best Book of the Year; A Weekly Standard Book of the Year
Also available: The Rebellion of Ronald Reagan, The Obamians, p. 7; The China Fantasy, p. 32

Lindsay Moran
BLOWING MY COVER
My Life as a C.I.A. Spy
(And Other Misadventures)
“Surprisingly honest...one of the most revealing and up-to-date portraits of the day-to-day routine of a C.I.A spook.”—USA Today.
Berkeley • 304 pp. • 978-0-425-20562-4 • $15.00

Trevor Paglen
BLANK SPOTS ON THE MAP
The Dark Geography of the Pentagon’s Secret World
“Educational and engaging.”—Kirkus Reviews. A young geographer’s road trip through the underworld of U.S. military and C.I.A. “black ops” sites that officially do not exist, including a secret prison in Kabul, buried CIA aircraft in Central America, a top-secret air force base in Nevada, and more. 6 maps, b/w photos.
NAL • 352 pp. • 978-0-451-22916-8 • $16.00

Kevin Phillips
AMERICAN THEOCRACY: The Peril and Politics of Radical Religion, Oil, and Borrowed Money in the 21st Century
See Religion and Politics, page 21

S. M. Plokhy
YALTA: The Price of Peace
“A genuinely enlightening book, not only about the history of Yalta and the roles played there by Stalin, FDR, and Churchill, but also about the geopolitics of tomorrow: while reading the book, simply replace Stalin with Putin and Poland with Ukraine.”—Zbigniew Brzezinski, former National Security Advisor. “An important and timely corrective to the myths that have lasted far too long....Detailed and balanced.”—Antony Beevor.
Penguin • 480 pp. • 978-0-14-311892-3 • $18.00

Thomas E. Ricks
THE GENERALS
American Military Command from World War II to Today
See Military Campaigns and Strategy, page 39

THE GAMBLE: General Petraeus and the American Military Adventure in Iraq
See Military Campaigns and Strategy, page 39

FIASCO
The American Military Adventure in Iraq
See Military Campaigns and Strategy, page 39

David Rohde and Kristen Mulvihill
A ROPE AND A PRAYER
The Story of a Kidnapping
The account of a New York Times reporter’s abduction by the Taliban, and his wife’s struggle to free him. “An important and valuable story of love, faith, and courage.”—The Washington Post.
Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-312005-6 • $16.00
A Washington Post Best Nonfiction Book of 2010
Also available: Endgame, p. 27
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Denotes new or forthcoming title
Moustafa Bayoumi

**HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE A PROBLEM?**
Being Young and Arab in America

“In relating the gripping personal stories of seven young Arab and Muslim Americans from Brooklyn...Bayoumi reveals the feelings and frustrations of the current era’s scapegoats.”—Rashid Khalidi, Columbia University. “Gives twenty-something Arab-Americans the chance to talk about their victories and defeats.”—The Wall Street Journal.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-131879-4 • $17.00

**Douglas Brinkley**

**ROSA PARKS: A Life**
A Penguin Lives Biography

**Stephen Budiansky**

**THE BLOODY SHIRT**
Terror After the Civil War

**Clayborne Carson, David J. Garrow, Gerald Gill, Vincent Harding, and Darlene Clark Hine, general editors**


“An important volume for students and professionals who wish to grasp the basic nature of the Civil Rights Movement and how it changed America in fundamental ways.”—Aldon Morris, Northwestern Univ.
Penguin • 784 pp. • 978-0-14-013403-0 • $22.00

**Tanner Colby**

**SOME OF MY BEST FRIENDS ARE BLACK**
The Strange Story of Integration in America

An incisive and candid look at how America got lost on the way to Dr. King’s Promised Land.
Viking • 304 pp. • 978-0-670-02371-4 • $27.95

**Irish Chang**

**THE CHINESE IN AMERICA**
A Narrative History

“Richly detailed....I know of no better introduction to this multilayered and emotionally charged story.”—Jonathan D. Spence, Yale Univ.
32 pp. b/w photos.
Penguin • 312 pp. • 978-0-14-200114-1 • $20.00

**Ann Charters, editor**

**THE PORTABLE SIXTIES READER**
Introduction by the Editor

“A vibrant collage of the best of a revolutionary time.”—Booklist. Organized into thematic chapters, this anthology of more than 100 selections of essays, poetry, and fiction sketches the unfolding of a decade of change, political unrest, and radical experiments in the arts, sexuality, and personal identity.
Penguin Classics • 672 pp. • 978-0-14-019744-3 • $20.00

**Cesar Chavez**

**AN ORGANIZER’S TALE: Speeches Edited with an Introduction by Ian Strauss**
The first major collection of writings and speeches by the civil rights and labor leader—“one of the heroic figures of our time” (Senator Robert F. Kennedy).
Penguin Classics • 288 pp. • 978-0-14-310526-8 • $16.00

**Ella Maic Cheeks Johnson with Patricia Mulcahy**

**IT IS WELL WITH MY SOUL**
The Extraordinary Life of a 106-Year-Old Woman

“Offers a broad perspective on life for a woman who was the child of former slaves and lived to attend the inauguration of the first black president of the U.S.”—Booklist.
Penguin • 254 pp. • 978-0-14-310744-3 • $14.00

**Charles W. Chesnutt**

**THE MARROW OF TRADITION**
Edited and Introduced by Eric J. Sundquist

Based on a historically accurate account of the Wilmington, North Carolina race riot of 1898, this powerful novel illuminates post-Reconstruction America’s harsh betrayal of the promise of racial equality.
Penguin Classics • 400 pp. • 978-0-14-018686-8 • $16.00

**Drs. Sampson Davis, George Jenkins, Rameck Hunt, with Lisa Frazier Page**

**THE FACT: Three Young Men Make a Promise and Fulfill a Dream**

“Probably the most important book for African-American families that has been written since the protest era.”—Chicago Sun-Times. “A book about the three young men from Newark....Starkly honest, it is a dramatic firsthand narrative detailing how each doctor managed to rise above the ills of city life—violence, drugs and poverty—to achieve what once seemed like a far-fetched dream.”—Newark Star-Ledger.
Riverhead • 272 pp. • 978-1-57322-989-0 • $15.00
THE SOULS OF BLACK FOLK
Introduction by Randall Kenan
First published in 1903, these insightful essays, on everything from Booker T. Washington to the death of Du Bois’ infant son, offered a transcendent vision of what was still possible in the post-Reconstruction South.
Signet Classics • 256 pp. • 978-0-451-53205-3 • $5.95

Introduction and Notes by Donald B. Gibson
Penguin Classics • 288 pp. • 978-0-14-018998-8 • $13.00

W. E. B. DU BOIS: Writings
Edited by Nathan I. Huggins
Includes The Suppression of the African Slave-Trade, The Souls of Black Folk, and more.
Library of America • 1,360 pp. • 978-1-883011-31-4 • $15.95

Raphael Ezkiel
THE RACIST MIND
Portraits of American Neo-Nazis and Klansmen
“An outstanding study of those who join and lead American hate groups.”—Booklist
Penguin • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-023449-7 • $20.00

Adam Fairclough
BETTER DAY COMING
Blacks and Equality, 1890–2000
“Does more than any other book to place the historic Civil Rights Movement within the broader scope of the Black Freedom Struggle in the twentieth century.”—Stephen F. Lawson, Rutgers Univ. 16 pp. b/w illustrations.
Penguin • 400 pp. • 978-0-14-200129-5 • $18.00

H. Bruce Franklin, editor
PRISON WRITING
IN 20TH-CENTURY AMERICA
Foreword by Tom Wicker
“Harrowing in their frank detail and desperate tone, the selections in this anthology pack an emotional wallop...Should be required reading for anyone concerned about the violence in our society and the high rate of recidivism.”—Publishers Weekly.
Penguin • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-027305-2 • $18.00

Edward Glaeser
TRIUMPH OF THE CITY
How Our Greatest Invention Makes Us Richer, Smarter, Greener, Healthier, and Happier
A leading urban economist travels through history and around the globe to reveal the hidden workings of cities and how they bring about the best in humankind. “Bursting with insights.”—The New York Times Book Review.
Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-312054-4 • $16.00

Emma Goldman
LIVING MY LIFE
Edited with an Introduction by Miriam Brody
Anarchist, journalist, drama critic, advocate of birth control and free love, Emma Goldman was an iconoclast of the early 20th century. Condensed to half the length of Goldman’s original autobiography, this edition is accessible to those interested in the activist and her era.
Penguin Classics • 672 pp. • 978-0-14-243785-8 • $20.00

www.penguinspeakersbureau.com
For all inquiries, including speakers’ fees and availability, visit the website or email speakersbureau@us.penguin.com

Karl Jacoby
SHADOWS AT DAWN
An Apache Massacre and the Violence of History
Foreword by Patricia Nelson Limerick
“Absorbing, brilliant....One of the best studies ever of the long conflict between tribes and races, soldiers, citizens, killers and victims, in the wild unregulated Southwest.”—Larry McMurtry.
Penguin • 394 pp. • 978-0-14-311621-9 • $17.00

Martin Luther King, Jr.
WHY WE CAN’T WAIT
Afterword by Rev. Jesse Jackson, Sr.
The late Nobel laureate’s explanation of the events, forces, and pressures behind the quest for civil rights.
Index. Photos.
Signet Classics • 240 pp. • 978-0-451-52273-0 • $9.99

Marshall Frady
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
A Penguin Lives Biography
“Frady does a wonderful job here, packing this small, highly readable book with detail and firm analysis...ideal for undergraduates.”—Gerald Early, Washington University.
Penguin • 224 pp. • 978-0-14-303648-7 • $14.00

Stephen Kantrowitz
MORE THAN FREEDOM
Fighting for Black Citizenship in a White Republic, 1829–1889
“Sweeping, innovative, and highly original....Brings to life arenas of black politics, both before and after the Civil War, that have hardly been glimpsed.”—Steven Hahn, Univ. of Pennsylvania, Pulitzer and Bancroft Prize-winning author of A Nation Under Our Feet.
“Not only does [this book] redefine a crucial era in American history, it challenges basic assumptions about freedom and democratic citizenship.”—Danielle L. McGuire, Wayne State Univ.
Penguin Press • 496 pp. • 978-1-59420-342-8 • $36.00

Joel Karlin
THE NEXT HUNDRED MILLION
America in 2050
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-311881-7 • $16.00

Mason Lowance, editor
AGAINST SLAVERY
An Abolitionist Reader
More than forty crucial speeches, lectures, and essays from the 18th- and 19th-century abolitionist movements, from such leaders as William Lloyd Garrison, Frederick Douglass, Lydia Maria Child, Wendell Phillips, Harriet Beecher Stowe, and Ralph Waldo Emerson.
Penguin Classics • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-043786-4 • $17.00
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13 Social Change
Leslie Marmon Silko
CEREMONY
Introduction by Larry McMurtry
Penguin Classics Deluxe Edition
Penguin Classics • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-031049-1 • $16.00

Juan Williams and the Eyes on the Prize Production Team
EYES ON THE PRIZE
America’s Civil Rights Years, 1954–1965
Introduced by Julian Bond
Eyes on the Prize traces the movement from the landmark Brown v. the Board of Education case in 1954 to the march on Selma and the passage of the Voting Rights Act in 1965. This is a companion volume to the first part of the acclaimed PBS series.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-009653-8 • $20.00

Laila Ahmed
A BORDER PASSAGE
From Cairo to America—A Woman’s Journey
See Comparative Government, page 22

Julia Alvarez
ONCE UPON A QUINCEAÑERA
Coming of Age in the USA
“Though [Alvarez] brings a critical eye to long-held myths...each page is a love song to the cultural ties that bind generations of women from a diverse group of countries.”—Chicago Sun-Times.
Plume • 288 pp. • 978-0-452-28830-0 • $16.00
A National Book Critics Circle Finalist

Martin Duberman
STONEWALL
“As scholars we should read Stonewall, and as teachers we should assign it. All of us will be challenged to build on it.”—Michael Sherry, Northwestern Univ. Photographs.
Plume • 352 pp. • 978-0-452-27200-4 • $16.00

Ann Fessler
THE GIRLS WHO WENT AWAY
The Hidden History of Women Who Surrendered Children for Adoption in the Decades before Roe v. Wade
“The work-family track for both sexes more perceptively or thoroughly than this important, provocative study of the dynamics of two-career couples.”—The Washington Post.
Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-0311943-2 • $17.00

For instructions on requesting permission to photocopy Penguin Group (USA) titles for coursepacks and general classroom use visit: www.penguin.com/permissions or call the Copyright Clearance Center at 978.750.8400.

Michelle Goldberg
THE MEANS OF REPRODUCTION
Sex, Power, and the Future of the World
“Full of wonderful insights and stories...Goldberg is exactly right.”—Nicholas Kristof, The New York Times. “Think of Goldberg as the Al Gore of a sexual equality crisis. Reproductive freedom is not just a matter of justice, it’s a matter of survival.”—The American Prospect.
Penguin • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-311688-2 • $16.00
J. Anthony Lukas Work-in-Progress Award winner

For coursepacks and general classroom use visit: www.penguin.com/permissions

For instructions on requesting permission to photocopy Penguin Group (USA) titles for coursepacks and general classroom use visit: www.penguin.com/permissions or call the Copyright Clearance Center at 978.750.8400.

2012 Copyright © by Penguin Group (USA) LLC
All rights reserved.
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Cesar Chavez

Matthew and the larger meaning of his life.”—Senator Edward M. Kennedy.

Call for Papers

The host of the perennially popular “American Story” with Bob Dotson offers a group portrait of ordinary Americans accomplishing extraordinary things. Viking • 256 pp. • 978-0-670-02605-0 • $26.95

A remarkable fictional portrait of union organizer Joe Hill. “A genuinely powerful novel of labor as it once was in the U.S.”—San Francisco Chronicle. Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-013941-9 • $16.00

A well-researched and well-written cultural and ecological history of stubborn perseverance.”—USA Today. This remarkable story of one of the last hunter-gatherer societies in the developed world traces the history of the rugged fishing communities that dot the coast of Maine. Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-303735-4 • $16.00

The Penguin History of American Life Series

Penguin • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-312255-5 • $16.00

Penguin Classics • 544 pp. • 978-0-14-303943-3 • $16.00

Penguin • 368 pp. • 978-0-670-02377-6 • $26.95

Penguin • 256 pp. • 978-0-14-303534-3 • $16.00

Viking • 256 pp. • 978-0-14-303557-2 • $16.00

Penguin Classics • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-303870-2 • $15.00

Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-303943-3 • $16.00

Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-303735-4 • $16.00

Penguin Classics • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-310644-9 • $15.00

Penguin • 304 pp. • 978-0-670-02605-0 • $26.95

Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-303735-4 • $16.00
Boston Globe

news and bringing it home to the great dream. “Succeeds in stealing the front page
Mexican border and invade the American
women who risk everything to cross the
A deeply moving novel about the men and
THE TORTILLA CURTAIN

Dutton • 288 pp. • 978-0-525-95295-4 • $25.95

Dutton • 256 pp. • 978-0-679-42837-5 • $24.95

Dutton • 224 pp. • 978-0-7352-0118-5 • $16.00

Dutton • 366 pp. • 978-0-14-024137-2 • $17.00

Dutton • 272 pp. • 978-1-58333-507-9 • $16.00

Dutton • 256 pp. • 978-0-7352-0118-5 • $24.95

Dutton • 336 pp. • 978-0-14-024137-2 • $17.00
Alice Park

THE STEM CELL HOPE
How Stem Cell Medicine Can Change Our Lives
Plume • 336 pp. • 978-0-452-29796-8 • $16.00

Christina Pirello

I’M MAD AS HELL, AND I’M NOT GOING TO EAT IT ANYMORE!
Taking Control of Your Health and Your Life—One Vegan Recipe at a Time
Foreword by Alicia Silverstone
“Pirello tells the truth about what is in our food that creates health and gives some simple recipes to set people on their paths. She is a sincere advocate for health—for all of us.”—T. Colin Campbell, Cornell University.
Perigee • 368 pp. • 978-0-399-53724-0 • $20.00

Jon Ronson

THE PSYCHOPATH TEST
A Journey through the Madness Industry
“Ronson raises important and timely questions about the psychiatric enterprise and the possible over-diagnosis of ordinary human traits....You may not become an expert at sniffing out psychopaths but you’ll learn a great deal about the ambiguities and pitfalls of psychiatric diagnoses....Ronson’s expose is compelling and terrifying...fascinating.”—Psychology Today.
Riverhead • 288 pp. • 978-1-59448-575-6 • $16.00
Also available: Lost at Sea 978-1-59463-137-5

Mike Rose

LIVES ON THE BOUNDARY: A Moving Account of the Struggles and Achievements of America’s Educationally Underprepared
Penguin • 288 pp. • 978-0-14-024556-1 • $20.00
Finalist for the C. Wright Mills Award

Ira Rosofsky

NASTY, BRUTISH, AND LONG
Adventures in Eldercare
“A realistic and sometimes exaggerated assessment of elder care.”—Hartford Courant.
Avery • 224 pp. • 978-1-58333-377-8 • $16.00

Christopher Thomas Scott

STEM CELL NOW: A Brief Introduction to the Coming Medical Revolution
“Probably the most lucid and readable primer on the science and politics of stem cells. Scott goes beyond the hype of instant cures and pro-life antagonism to present the true breadth of stem cell research.”—Seed Magazine.
Plume • 272 pp. • 978-0-452-28785-3 • $16.00

Kathleen Sharp

BLOOD MEDICINE
Blowing the Whistle on One of the Deadliest Prescription Drugs Ever
“A page-turner, this alarming chronicle of profit seeking in American medicine will appeal to all who are invested in the health care they receive or the drugs they’re prescribed.”—Library Journal. Published in hardcover as Blood Feud.
Plume • 432 pp. • 978-0-452-29850-7 • $17.00

Ruth Sidel

KEEPING WOMEN AND CHILDREN LAST
America’s War on the Poor
Revised Edition
“A powerful economic and political analysis, soberly convincing.”—Jonathan Kozol.
Penguin • 288 pp. • 978-0-14-027693-0 • $14.00
Also available: Battling Bias 978-0-14-015831-1

Alan Sipress

THE FATAL STRAIN
On the Trail of Avian Flu and the Coming Pandemic
Penguin • 416 pp. • 978-0-14-311830-5 • $17.00
A Washington Post Best Science Book of the Year

Rebecca Solnit

THE PARADISE BUILT IN HELL
The Extraordinary Communities That Arise in Disaster
“A lucid and insightful book about a very frightening and irrational phenomenon...A superb and convincing work.”—Malcolm Gladwell. “Bristling...explores the dangerous ways in which scientific progress can be misunderstood.”—The New York Times.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-311831-2 • $16.00

Jacques Steinberg

THE GATEKEEPERS
Inside the Admissions Process of a Premiere College
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-200308-4 • $16.00

Craig Timberg and Daniel Halperin, Ph.D.

TINDERBOX
How the West Sparked the AIDS Epidemic and How the World Can Finally Overcome It
 “[An] absorbing interdisciplinary study.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review). “Present[s] a forceful case with which future students of HIV and AIDS will have to reckon.”—Kirkus Reviews.
Penguin Press • 432 pp. • 978-1-59420-327-5 • $29.95

Norah Vincent

VOLUNTARY MADNESS: Lost and Found in the Mental Healthcare System
“A riveting and enlightening look at mental-health treatment.”—Booklist. “Vincent’s discussions...are fresh and valuable.”—Library Journal.
Penguin • 304 pp. • 978-0-14-311685-1 • $16.00
Also available: Self-Made Man, p 16
Mark Leibovich

**THE CLUB**
One of the nation’s most acclaimed journalists presents a blistering, penetrating, controversial—and often hysterical—look at Washington’s incestuous “media industrial complex.”
Blue Rider Press • 464 pp. • 978-0-399-16130-8 • $27.95
Available April 2013

Don MacLeod

**HOW TO FIND OUT ANYTHING**
From Extreme Google Searches to Scouring Government Documents, A Guide to Uncovering Anything About Everyone and Everything
Prentice Hall Press • 320 pp. • 978-0-7384-0467-6 • $20.00

David Murray, Joel Schwartz, and S. Robert Lichter

**IT AIN’T NECESSARILY SO**
How the Media Remake Our Picture of Reality
“Fake statistics flood the news media these days. This book is the essential antidote.”—John Leo, U.S. News and World Report
Penguin • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-200146-2 • $16.00

Clifford Nass with Corina Yen

**THE MAN WHO LIED TO HIS LAPTOP**
What We Can Learn About Ourselves From Our Machines
“With the help of real experiments, rather than anecdotes or impressions, Clifford Nass uses people’s interactions with computers as a window into social and professional life. The book is filled with insights about an increasingly important part of our lives.”—Steven Pinker, Harvard University.
Current • 256 pp. • 978-1-617-23004-2 • $16.00

Gavin Newsom with Lisa Dickey

**CITIZENVILLE**
Connecting People and Government in the Digital Age
The Lieutenant Governor of California presents the story of ordinary citizens and internet entrepreneurs bridging the vast chasm separating their government from the technologies already revolutionizing our daily lives.
Penguin Press • 256 pp. • 978-1-59420-472-2 • $25.95
Available February 2013

Sealed O’Brien with Rose Arce

**THE NEXT BIG STORY**
My Journey Through the Land of Possibilities
“A fascinating behind-the-scenes look at reporting...inspiring and thought-provoking.”—Anderson Cooper.
Celebra • 336 pp. • 978-0-451-23284-7 • $15.00

Neil Postman

**AMUSING OURSELVES TO DEATH**
Public Discourse in the Age of Show Business
*20th Anniversary Edition*
Penguin • 208 pp. • 978-0-14-303653-1 • $15.00

Neil Postman and Steve Powers

**HOW TO WATCH TV NEWS**
Revised Edition
“A book that the television generation sorely needs to read.”—The Chicago Tribune. This newly revised edition addresses the evolving technology and devolving quality of American television news programming.
Penguin • 192 pp. • 978-0-14-311337-5 • $15.00

Don Tapscott and Anthony D. Williams

**MACROWIKINOMICS**
New Solutions for a Connected Planet
“Takes the art of mass collaboration and breaks it down to a science with strategies for the rebuilding our institutions for this time of profound change.”—Lazaro Campos, CEO, Swift.
Portfolio • 448 pp. • 978-1-59184-428-0 • $18.00

Bill Wasik

**AND THEN THERE’S THIS**
How Stories Live and Die in Viral Culture
“An exceptionally smart, witty, subtle, enlightening book about our daffy, discomfiting cultural moment. Bill Wasik plunges headlong into the 21st century media funhouse, yet manages to keep his moral compass in good working order. Bravo.”—Kurt Andersen, host of NPR’s Studio 360.
Penguin • 208 pp. • 978-0-14-311761-2 • $15.00

Eli Pariser

**THE FILTER BUBBLE**
How the New Personalized Web Is Changing What We Read and How We Think
“Fake statistics flood the news media these days. This book is the essential antidote.”—The New York Times Book Review.
Penguin • 256 pp. • 978-0-14-312123-7 • $16.00
Named one of 10 Essential Books for Thought-Provoking Summer Reading by The Atlantic

Douglas Rushkoff

**COERCION**
Why We Listen to What “They” Say
Riverhead • 304 pp. • 978-1-57322-829-9 • $16.00
Winner of the Marshall McLuhan Award for Best Media Book

Rick Sanchez

**CONVENTIONAL IDIOCY**
Why the New America is Sick of Old Politics
“The CNN anchor and TV news social media pioneer cuts through the bull to fearlessly share what Americans are really thinking.”
Celebra • 272 pp. • 978-0-451-23139-0 • $24.95

Charles Seife

**PROOFINESS**
How You’re Being Fooled by the Numbers
“An admirable salvo against quantitative bamboozlement by the media and the government.”—The Boston Globe. “Passionate...This is an anecdotal history lesson.”—The New York Times Book Review.
Penguin • 256 pp. • 978-0-14-312007-0 • $16.00

Clay Shirky

**HERE COMES EVERYBODY**
The Power of Organizing Without Organizations
“A fascinating survey of the digital age and an eye-opening paean to possibility.”—The Boston Globe.
Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-311494-9 • $16.00
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Why I Became an Islamic Fundamentalist, 21
THE ISLAMIST
Ed Husain
Riverhead • 320 pp. • 978-1-59448-728-6 • $26.95

startling immediacy to the complicated rela-
tionship between idealism and pragmatism, faith and
politics, nonviolence and violence, reflection
and acclaim, she not only paints a captivating
portrait of the prophet, but brings new and
original insights to the story of the Qur’an.”—Ziad Elmersafy,
Times Literary Supplement. Deluxe edition with French
flaps. Penguin Classics • 560 pp. • 978-0-14-310588-6 • $20.00

Peter Irons
GOD ON TRIAL: Landmark Cases from America’s Religious Battlesfields
See The Judiciary and Criminal Justice, page 8

John M. Barry
◆ ROGER WILLIAMS AND THE CREATION OF THE AMERICAN SOUL
Church, State, and the Path to Liberty
A revelatory look at how Roger Williams shaped the nature of religion, political power, and individual rights in America. “Mr. Barry puts Williams squarely among our great political thinkers, crediting him with bringing liberal democracy to the American colonies.”—The Wall Street Journal.
Viking • 480 pp. • 978-0-670-02305-9 • $35.00

John Cornwell
HITLER’S POPE
The Secret History of Pius XII
See Germany, Northern and Eastern Europe, page 26

Daniel C. Dennett
BREAKING THE SPELL
Religion as a Natural Phenomenon
“Penetrating...a sharp synthesis of a library of evolutionary, anthropological and psycho-
logical research on the origin and spread of religion.”—Scientific American.
Penguin • 464 pp. • 978-0-14-303833-7 • $17.00
A National Book Critics Circle Award Finalist
Also available: Freedom Evolves, p. 48

Lesley Hazleton
◆ THE FIRST MUSLIM
The Story of Muhammad
As Hazleton captures Muhammad navigating between idealism and pragmatism, faith and
politics, nonviolence and violence, reflection and acclaim, she not only paints a captivating
portrait of the prophet, but brings new and startling immediacy to the complicated rela-
tionship between his followers and the rest of the world.
Riverhead • 320 pp. • 978-1-59448-728-6 • $26.95
Available February 2013

Ed Husain
THE ISLAMIST
Why I Became an Islamic Fundamentalist, 21
What I Saw Inside, and Why I Left
See Britain and Ireland, page 25

Diarmaid MacCulloch
◆ CHRISTIANITY
The First Three Thousand Years
“A landmark contribution....It is difficult to imagine a more comprehensive and surpris-
Penguin • 1,216 pp. • 978-0-14-311689-5 • $25.00
Winner of the Cundill Prize in History; Winner
of the Hessell-Tiltman History Prize; A New York
Times Notable Book
Also available: The Reformation, p. 27

Gustav Niebuhr
BEYOND TOLERANCE
How People Across America Are Building Bridges Between Faiths
“Anyone...interested in dialogue among indi-
viduals, communities, and nations will benefit from Beyond Tolerance’s wisdom and human-
ity.”—Elie Wiesel. “[Niebuhr] has the careful
scholarship of an academic, but the commu-
nication expertise of a journalist.”—Publishers
Weekly (starred review).
Penguin • 256 pp. • 978-0-14-311555-7 • $15.00

Kevin Phillips
AMERICAN THEOCRACY: The Peril and Politics of Radical Religion, Oil,
and Borrowed Money in the 21st Century
“A harrowing picture of national danger that no American reader will welcome, but that
none should ignore.”—The New York Times Book Review.
Penguin • 512 pp. • 978-0-14-303828-3 • $17.00
Also available: American Dynasty, p. 7; Bad Money, p. 42;
1775, p. 3

James Reston, Jr.
◆ DEFENDERS OF THE FAITH
Christianity and Islam Battle for the Soul of Europe, 1520–1536
“Vibrant....A lucid window onto Renaissance Europe and the foundations of contem-
porary debates between the West and Islam.”—Publishers Weekly. “Fast-paced and
engaging.”—Library Journal.
Penguin • 448 pp. • 978-0-14-311759-9 • $17.00

Harry S. Stout
UPON THE ALTAR OF THE NATION
A Moral History of the Civil War
“A searing critique of civil religion in both
the Union and the Confederacy that...deepens our
understanding of the interplay between reli-
gion, politics, and war throughout American
history.”—George C. Rable, Univ. of Virginia.
Penguin • 576 pp. • 978-0-14-303876-4 • $18.00
Finalist for the Lincoln Prize

John Thavis
THE VATICAN DIARIES
A detailed and perceptive examination of the inner workings of Vatican City that will appeal
to anyone interested in international diplomacy
and the role of religion in an increasingly
celerized world.
Viking • 320 pp. • 978-0-670-02671-5 • $27.95
Available February 2013

Krista Tippett
EINSTEIN’S GOD
Conversations About Science and the Human Spirit
Also available: Speaking of Faith 978-0-14-311318-8

Sarah Vowell
THE WORDY SHIPMATES
How the Global Revival of Faith Is Changing the World
“Vowell lends her engaging voice and keen
powers of observation to a work of social his-
try...provid[ing] a glimpse of what life was
really like for the people of the Massachusetts
Bay Colony and the founders of Plymouth.”
—Los Angeles Times.
Riverhead • 272 pp. • 978-1-59448-400-1 • $16.00

Garry Wills
HEAD AND HEART
American Christianities
“A major contribution to the national debate over separation of church and state.”—Los
Angeles Times. “Synthesiz[es] much of the finest
Penguin • 640 pp. • 978-0-14-311607-9 • $17.00
Also available: Outside Looking In; Bomb Power, p. 12;
Explaining America, p. 51
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In this brilliantly incisive and highly readable survey, Vadney examines key events and underlying global trends, including the rapid changes in the Middle East, the end of apartheid in South Africa, and the aims of American foreign policy. Updated preface, revised notes, tables, maps.

J. M. Roberts
THE NEW PENGUIN HISTORY OF THE WORLD
Revised and Updated Edition
Penguin • 1,264 pp. • 978-0-14-103042-5 • $22.00

J. M. Roberts
THE PENGUIN HISTORY OF EUROPE
“The best single-volume history of Europe...It combines authority and good sense with fluency and wit.”—The Times Literary Supplement.
45 maps and chronologies.
Penguin • 752 pp. • 978-0-14-026561-3 • $25.00
Also available: The Penguin History of the Twentieth Century 978-0-14-027631-2

Paul Starobin
FIVE ROADS TO THE FUTURE
Power in the Next Global Age
See General Works and Anthologies, page 1

T. E. Vadney
THE WORLD SINCE 1945
Third Edition
In this brilliantly incisive and highly readable survey, Vadney examines key events and underlying global trends, including the rapid changes in the Middle East, the end of apartheid in South Africa, and the aims of American foreign policy. Updated preface, revised notes, tables, maps.

Penguin • 624 pp. • 978-0-14-026875-1 • $18.00

Tony Jadut
THINKING THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
"Jadut’s final salvo against what he saw as a culture of historical ignorance and political apathy, and it’s every bit as brilliant, uncompromising and original as he was.”—NPR.org.
"An intellectual feast, learned, lucid, challenging and accessible.”—San Francisco Chronicle.
Penguin • 432 pp. • 978-1-959420-32-3-7 • $36.00

Pius Adesanmi
YOU ARE NOT A COUNTRY, AFRICA!
A Personal History of the African Present
In this groundbreaking collection of essays Pius Adesanmi tries to unravel what it is that Africa means to him as an African, and by extension to all those who inhabit this continent of extremes.
Penguin Global • 256 pp. • 978-0-14-352754-1 • $18.95

Leila Ahmed
A BORDER PASSAGE
From Cairo to America—A Woman’s Journey
"An artful reconstruction of the often bitter-sweet experience of return and reunion...that deepen[s] our understanding of national identity and the burdens of race.”—Raymond Arsenault, The New York Times Book Review.
Penguin • 240 pp. • 978-0-14-311997-5 • $15.00

James T. Campbell
MIDDLE PASSAGES: African-American Journeys to Africa 1787–2005
"An artful reconstruction of the often bitter-sweet experience of return and reunion..."—The New York Times Book Review.
Penguin • 336 pp. • 978-0-14-312192-3-7 • $16.00

John Carlin
PLAYING THE ENEMY
Nelson Mandela and the Game That Made a Nation
“This wonderful book describes Mandela’s methodical, improbable and brilliant campaign to reconcile resentful blacks and fearful whites around a sporting event, a game of rugby.”—The New York Times.
Penguin • 288 pp. • 978-0-14-311572-4 • $16.00

Chinua Achebe
THERE WAS A COUNTRY
A Personal History of Biafra
The long-awaited memoir from the author of Things Fall Apart—a towering reckoning with one of modern Africa’s most fateful events, the Nigerian civil war, or Biafran War, of 1967–1970.
Penguin Press • 352 pp. • 978-1-959420-482-1 • $27.95

Available October 2012
**A major summary of the history of Africa.**
—Elliott P. Skinner, Columbia University.

**A Passionate but Measured Account of Why the Battle for Libya Happened, How It Played Out and What May Be Yet to Come.**

**A brilliant commentary on the nature and balance of power in his homeland...by a writer at the top of his form.**
—Time.

**A Testimony to the courage, perseverance, and resilience of the land to which she has given her heart.**
—San Francisco Examiner.
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**TINDERBOX**
How the West Sparked the AIDS Epidemic and How the World Can Finally Overcome It
See Health, Education, and Welfare, page 18

Adrian Tinniswood

**PIRATES OF BARBARY**
Corsairs, Conquests, and Captivity in the Seventeenth-Century Mediterranean
“Bloody good entertainment.”—The New York Times
Riverhead • 368 pp. • 978-1-59448-544-2 • $16.00

Ngô Nhật đa Thắng

**PETALS OF BLOOD**
Penguin Classics • 432 pp. • 978-0-14-303917-4 • $16.00

Susan Williams

**THE COLOUR BAR: The Triumph of Seretse Khama and His Nation**
Penguin UK • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-102613-8 • $16.00

Jim Wooten

**WE ARE ALL THE SAME: A Story of a Boy’s Courage and a Mother’s Love**
“Wooten has pulled off something close to miraculous...and touched the face of HIV/AIDS with compassion and humanity.”—Alexandra Fuller, Chicago Tribune.
Penguin • 256 pp. • 978-0-14-303999-2 • $15.00

**BRITAIN AND IRELAND**

Stephen Budiansky

**HER MAJESTY’S SPYMASTER**
Elizabeth I, Sir Francis Walsingham, and the Birth of Modern Espionage
Plume • 256 pp. • 978-0-452-28747-1 • $16.00

John Campbell

**THE IRON LADY**
Margaret Thatcher, from Grocer’s Daughter to Prime Minister
“The best book yet written about Lady Thatcher.”—The Times (London), Books of the Year.
Penguin • 576 pp. • 978-0-14-312087-5 • $16.00

Peter Clarke

**HOPE AND GLORY: Britain 1900–2000**
The Penguin History of Britain, Volume IX Revised Second Edition
“If you want a text book for the century, this is it!”—The Independent.
Penguin • 512 pp. • 978-0-14-101175-2 • $18.00

Rosina Harrison

**ROSE**
My Life in Service to Lady Astor
Penguin • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-312086-5 • $15.00

Peter Hart

**MICK: The Real Michael Collins**
“Succeeds in demystifying a legend.”—Boston Sunday Globe. 16 pp. b/w photos.
Penguin • 512 pp. • 978-0-14-308854-2 • $17.00

**Paul Johnson**

**CHURCHILL**
“Clarity, authority, and verve...the most exciting biography I read this year.”—Jesse Kornbluth, The Huffington Post. “Masterfully sketches the phases of Churchill’s life,...Illustrates the man’s humor, resilience, courage, and eccentricity as no other biography before.”—National Review.
Penguin • 192 pp. • 978-0-14-311799-5 • $15.00

**Winston Churchill**

**BLOOD, TOIL, TEARS AND SWEAT**
The Great Speeches Edited with an Introduction by David Cannadine
Thirty-three speeches ranging over fifty years, demonstrating how Churchill honed his rhetoric until the day when, in the words of Edward R. Murrow, “he mobilized the English language, and sent it into battle.”
Penguin Classics • 416 pp. • 978-0-14-144206-8 • $17.00

**Roy Jenkins**

**CHURCHILL: A Biography**
“Roy Jenkins uniquely combines the skills of a master biographer with the insights of a practical politician and draws a fresh portrait of the great Englishman with authority, elegance, and wit. This is far and away the best one-volume biography.”—Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.
Plume • 1,024 pp. • 978-0-452-28352-7 • $26.00

**John Keegan**

**CHURCHILL**
“Masterfully covers nearly all aspects of Churchill’s illustrious career with knowledgeable insight and sympathy.”—Forbes.
Overlook • 208 pp. • 978-0-14-311264-8 • $14.00

**An Economist Best Book of the Year**

**Taylor Downing**

**CHURCHILL’S WAR LAB**
Code-Breakers, Scientists, and the Mavericks Churchill Led to Victory
Reveals how Churchill’s passion for military history, his inimitable leadership style, and his dedicated support of radical ideas would lead to new technologies and tactics that would enable an allied victory.
Overlook • 416 pp. • 978-1-59020-851-9 • $20.00
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Alexander Stille
THE SACK OF ROME
Media + Money + Celebrity = Power = Silvio Berlusconi
“A brilliant commentary on democracy...Stille’s fascinating account of the decadence of Italian democracy contains potent lessons for other nations.”—Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. “A frightening case study...that has plenty of bearing on our own media-driven politics.”—BusinessWeek.
Penguin • 400 pp. • 978-0-14-311210-5 • $18.00
A BusinessWeek Top Ten Book of the Year

Alexis de Tocqueville
THE ANCIEN REGIME AND THE FRENCH REVOLUTION
Newly translated with an Introduction by Gerald Beavan
Tocqueville’s classic look at the origins of modern France.
Penguin Classics • 356 pp. • 978-0-14-144164-1 • $15.00

Émile Zola
THE DEBACLE
Translated with an Introduction by Leonard Tancock
Zola’s only purely historical work, this realistic, detailed, and accurate account of France’s defeat in the Franco-Prussian War is a testament to the human horrors of war.
Penguin Classics • 512 pp. • 978-0-14-044280-9 • $16.00

Antony Beevor
THE FALL OF BERLIN 1945
Penguin • 528 pp. • 978-0-14-200280-3 • $18.00
A Choice Outstanding Academic Title
Also available:
The Mystery of Olga Chekhova 978-0-14-303596-1

John Correll
HITLER’S POPE
The Secret History of Pius XII
New Introduction by the Author
“Engagingly written...An excellent fit for undergraduate students.”—Dr. John Cox, Wheeling Jesuit University. 8 pp. b/w photos, maps.
Penguin • 464 pp. • 978-0-14-311400-0 • $17.00
A New York Times Notable Book

HITLER’S SCIENTISTS
Science, War, and the Devil’s Pact
“Wide-ranging and accessible...evokes the moral dilemma of the period very effectively...disturbing and important.”—The Economist.
Penguin • 576 pp. • 978-0-14-200480-7 • $18.00

Norman Davies
VANISHED KINGDOMS
The Rise and Fall of States and Nations
“An expedition along the byways of European history. It is in part a traveller’s tale, as Davies tours his half-forgotten realms, describing people and landscape, searching for memories and physical remains of these vanished kingdoms. Combined with this are the ruminations of a historian about the states and societies that are this book’s heroes and the reasons why they vanished from the map.”—Dominic Lieven, Financial Times.
Viking • 803 pp. • 978-0-670-02273-1 • $40.00
Penguin • 848 pp. • 978-0-14-312295-1 • $25.00
Paperback available December 2012

RISING ‘44
The Battle for Warsaw
“Rips away at many of our lazy assumptions about the outcome of the second world war: that the Allies won an absolute moral victory and that evil was defeated by good.”—The Guardian. B/w photo insert, maps throughout.
Penguin • 784 pp. • 978-0-14-303540-4 • $22.00

Slavenka Drakulić
CAFÉ EUROPA: Life After Communism
“Insightful...The book not only helps to illuminate the political and social problems facing much of Eastern Europe, but also sheds new light on the daily life of its residents, their emotional habits, fears, and dreams.”—Michiko Kakutani, The New York Times.
Penguin • 224 pp. • 978-0-14-027772-2 • $15.00

Richard J. Evans
THE THIRD REICH AT WAR, 1939–1945
“A masterpiece of historical research...Likely to remain the best study of the Third Reich at war for many years to come.”—The Christian Science Monitor.
16 pp. b/w photos, maps.
Penguin • 544 pp. • 978-0-14-311671-4 • $20.00
A New York Times Notable Book of the Year

THE THIRD REICH IN POWER
“Will long remain the definitive English-language account...Both gripping and precise...Always reliable, often magisterial.”—The Atlantic Monthly.
16 pp. b/w photos, maps.
Penguin • 560 pp. • 978-0-14-303790-3 • $22.00

THE COMING OF THE THIRD REICH
“The most comprehensive and convincing work so far on the fall of Weimar and Hitler’s rise to power.”—Foreign Affairs.
16 pp. b/w photos; 16 b/w maps; b/w chart.
Penguin • 656 pp. • 978-0-14-303469-8 • $20.00
A Times Literary Supplement Book of the Year
Also available: Death in Hamburg, p. 17

Thomas Fuchs
A CONCISE BIOGRAPHY OF ADOLF HITLER
“Fascinating and invaluable...A detailed portrait of Hitler.”—L. A. Reader. Fuchs’s unique question-and-answer format makes this a distinctive biography. 8 pp. photographs.
Berkeley • 288 pp. • 978-0-425-17340-4 • $7.99

Slavenka Drakulić
A GUIDED TOUR THROUGH THE MUSEUM OF COMMUNISM
Fables from a Mouse, a Parrot, a Bear, a Cat, a Mole, a Pig, a Dog, and a Raven
“This daring triumph of literary style transforms the cruel and absurdities of both communism and post-communism.”—Professor Paul Kubicek, Oakland University. “This daring triumph of literary style transforms a receding epoch into the eternal present, beautifully rendering the dilemmas of life under communism as sharp instances of moral tragedy”—Timothy Snyder, The New Republic.
Penguin • 208 pp. • 978-0-14-311863-3 • $14.00

THEY WOULD NEVER HURT A FLY
War Criminals on Trial in The Hague
Penguin • 224 pp. • 978-0-14-303542-5 • $16.00

S.: A Novel about the Balkans
“ Forced me to inhabit the soul of S., a Bosnian woman made pregnant by months of gang rape in a Serbian prison camp....Resonates with truth, horror, and—remarkably, even—hope.”—Iris Chang.
Penguin • 224 pp. • 978-0-14-029844-4 • $15.00

Misha Glenny
THE BALKANS, 1804–1999
Nationalism, War, and the Great Powers
Updated Edition
Now updated to include the fall of Slobodan Milosević “Excellent...Glenny’s audacious theme is that the Balkans are not a freestanding powder keg, but a ‘powder trail’ laid by the great powers themselves.”—Dusko Doder, The New Republic.
Penguin • 752 pp. • 978-0-14-242256-4 • $25.00
Available October 2012
Also available: The Fall of Yugoslavia 978-0-14-025771-7
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Jan T. Gross
NEIGHBORS
The Destruction of the Jewish Community in Jedwabne, Poland
With a new Afterword by the author
Penguin • 240 pp. • 978-0-14-200240-7 • $16.00

Rudolph Hoess
THE COMMANDANT
Translated by Andrew Pollinger
Edited by Jürg Amann
Introduction by Ian Baruma
“Brevity makes it no less stomach churning. The monologue describes Hoess’s rise in the S.S. directly under Heinrich Himmler’s tutelage and shows Himmler as the most brutally efficient of functionaries, so vile and so lacking human sensibilities as to be in danger of being rendered as a cartoon character.”—Library Journal.
Overlook • 112 pp. • 978-1-59020-677-5 • $17.95

Jaroslav Hašek
THE GOOD SOLDIER SVEJK
And His Fortunes in the World War
Translated with an Introduction by Cecil Parrott
Illustrated by Josef Lada
“This antiwar novel portrays the “little man” fighting officialdom and bureaucracy with the only weapons available to him—passive resistance, subterfuge, native wit, and dumb insolence. Unabridged.”
Penguin Classics • 784 pp. • 978-0-14-044991-4 • $17.00

Heinz Holône
THE ORDER OF THE DEATH’S HEAD
The Story of Hitler’s S.S.
Classic Military History Series
Penguin • 704 pp. • 978-0-14-139012-3 • $25.00

Jan Willem Holing and Norbert Both
SREBRENICA
Record of a War Crime
“These are truly scenes from hell, written on the darkest pages of human history.”—Judge Riad of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia.
Penguin • 224 pp. • 978-0-14-026632-0 • $16.00

Ernst Jünger
STORM OF STEEL
Translated with an Introduction by Michael Hofmann
Penguin • 848 pp. • 978-0-14-313130-1 • $22.00
Also available: A Rope and a Prayer, p. 10

Richard Overy
INTERROGATIONS
The Nazi Elite in Allied Hands, 1945
“A substantial collection of excerpts from the extensive questioning to which Hitler’s major associates were subjected in the period between their capture and the beginning of their trial before the International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg.”—Gordon A. Craig, The New York Review of Books. B/w photos and illustrations.
Penguin • 622 pp. • 978-0-14-200158-5 • $22.00
Also available: 1939, p. 36

Joseph E. Persico
NUREMBERG: Infamy on Trial
“A vivid reconstruction of the actions of the wartime allies and the Nazi elite at Nuremberg. Persico easily carries us into a deeper understanding of the trials.”—New York Newsday.
Penguin • 560 pp. • 978-0-14-016622-4 • $17.00

Ian Kershaw
THE END
The Defiance and Destruction of Hitler’s Germany, 1944–1945
“Arguably the most convincing portrait of Germany’s Götterdämmerung we have seen so far.”—The Wall Street Journal. “No one is better qualified to tell this grim story...Kershaw combines vivid accounts of particular human experiences with wise reflections on big interpretative and moral issues.”—The New York Times Book Review.
Penguin • 592 pp. • 978-0-14-321231-5 • $20.00
Winner of the Leipzig Book Award for European Understanding

Deborah Lipstadt
DENYING THE HOLOCAUST
The Growing Assault on Truth and Memory
“Persuasive...offers chilling evidence that the record of the century’s greatest crime is far from secure.”—New York Newsday.
Plume • 304 pp. • 978-0-452-27274-3 • $18.00

Anthony Lewis
MY WAR GONE BY, I MISS IT SO
“An extraordinary evocation of the war in Bosnia, that is also a painful personal story...idosyncratic, unsparingly graphic, refreshingly critical, and beautifully written.”
Kirkus Reviews.
Penguin • 336 pp. • 978-0-14-029854-3 • $17.00

Diarmuid MacCulloch
THE REFORMATION: A History
“This isn’t merely ‘a history’ of the Reformation, but rather ‘the history.’”—The Washington Post. “Brings the history of the Reformation into vivid focus, providing what must surely be the best general account available.”—Financial Times.
Penguin • 864 pp. • 978-0-14-303538-1 • $22.00
Winner of the Wolfson History Prize
Also available: Christianity, p. 21

Mark Mazower
HITLER’S EMPIRE
How the Nazis Ruled Europe
“Offers new and profound perspectives on Hitler’s rule, its roots and practices, its fleeting, unprecedented success, emphasizing the interplay between intent and improvisation....A masterpiece of the highest intelligence.”—Fritz Stern, Columbia University.
Penguin • 768 pp. • 978-0-14-311610-3 • $20.00
Also available: Governing the World, p. 1
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or call the Copyright Clearance Center at 978.750.8400.
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Rebecca West
BLACK LAMB AND GREY FALCON
A Journey through Yugoslavia
Introduction by Christopher Hitchens
“Almost 50 years after its initial publication, astonishes us by the weight and depth of what Rebecca West knew about Yugoslavia.” —The New York Times Book Review.
Penguin • 1,232 pp. • 978-0-14-310490-2 • $25.00

Andrew Wheatcroft
THE HABSBURGS
Embodying Empire
Wheatcroft shows how the dynasty’s mystical vision and unsurpassed political acumen culminated in the culture which produced twentieth-century giants from Freud to Hitler.
Penguin • 416 pp. • 978-0-14-02634-7 • $17.00

Isaiah Berlin
RUSSIAN THINKERS
See Political Theory, page 45

Clarence Brown, editor
THE PORTABLE TWENTIETH-CENTURY RUSSIAN READER
Authoritative English translations of the modern Russian masters.
Penguin Classics • 640 pp. • 978-0-14-243757-5 • $20.00

Robert Conquest
STALIN: Breaker of Nations
Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-024768-8 • $17.00

Pete Earley
COMRADE J
The Untold Secrets of Russia’s Master Spy in America After the End of the Cold War
See American Diplomacy and Foreign Policy, page 9

Orlando Figes
A PEOPLE’S TRAGEDY
The Russian Revolution 1891–1924
“Combines dramatic power, absorbing narrative and magisterial scholarship...A magnificent tour de force.”—Sunday Telegraph. Illustrations.
Penguin • 1,024 pp. • 978-0-14-024364-2 • $27.00
Winner of the Wolfson History Prize

Masha Gessen
THE MAN WITHOUT A FACE
The Unlikely Rise of Vladimir Putin
“An electrifying read from what can only be described as an incredibly brave writer.”—Columbia Journalism Review. “Gessen shines a piercing light into every dark corner of Putin’s story...Fascinating, hard-hitting reading”—Foreign Affairs.
Riverhead • 304 pp. • 978-1-59448-842-9 • $27.95

Dominic Lieven
RUSSIA AGAINST NAPOLEON
The True Story of the Campaigns of War and Peace
See Military Campaigns and Strategy, page 37

Richard Pipes
RUSSIA UNDER THE OLD REGIME
Second Edition
“One of the finest books ever written on Russian civilization.”—The Guardian.
Penguin Classics • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-144212-9 • $13.00

John Reed
TEN DAYS THAT SHOOK THE WORLD
Introduction by A. J. P. Taylor and V. I. Lenin
Reed’s classic account of the events in Leningrad in November of 1917 “rises above every other contemporary record.”—George F. Kennan.
Penguin Classics • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-024768-8 • $17.00

Vladimir Volkoff
VLADIMIR THE VIKING
The Legendary Prince Who Transformed a Nation
“This is an impressive biography of Vladimir I...Mr. Volkoff is a credible popularizer; he creates clear pictures, he has an eye for the attractive, and he is knowledgeable as well.”—The New York Times Book Review.
Overlook • 416 pp. • 978-1-59020-692-8 • $18.00

Frank Westerman
ENGINEERS OF THE SOUL
The Grandiose Propaganda of Stalin’s Russia
“The astounding and often comic story of writers fostering the tragic delusions of Stalinist Russia. “Fascinating...In addition to tracing the Soviet style and telling the stories of individual writers, Westerman also follows routes these authors traveled.”—The Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Overlook • 320 pp. • 978-1-59020-853-3 • $17.00

Christopher de Bellaigue
REBEL LAND
Unraveling the Riddle of History in a Turkish Town
Penguin • 288 pp. • 978-0-14-311884-8 • $16.00

Ian Buruma and Avivah Melgift Occidentalism
The West in the Eyes of Its Enemies
“A useful primer on the habits of mind that drive our most intractable foes...Accurate and fair-minded.”—The New York Times. “[A] grandly illuminating study of two centuries of anti-Western ideas.”—Foreign Affairs. “Succinct, elegant, and challenging...help[s] show that the divide between the West and its enemies is an old one.”—The Economist.
Penguin • 276 pp. • 978-0-14-303487-2 • $15.00
A Choice Outstanding Academic Title
Also available: Murder in Amsterdam, p. 25

Jared Cohen
CHILDREN OF JIHAD
A Young American’s Journey Among the Youth of the Middle East
“Remarkable...Looking at the habits and passions that bind the youth across the cultural divide as well as the politics that divide them this book provides much food for thought for Americans and Middle Easterners alike.”—Vali Nasr, author of The Shia Revival.
Gotham • 268 pp. • 978-1-592-40399-8 • $15.00

Steve Coll
THE BIN LADENS
An Arabian Family in the American Century
“Coll’s riveting new book not only gives us the most psychologically detailed portrait of the brutal 9/11 mastermind yet, but in telling the epic story of Osama bin Laden’s extended family, it also reveals the crucial role that his relatives and their relationship with the royal house of Saud played in shaping his thinking, his ambitions, his technological expertise and his tactics.”—The New York Times. 8 pp. b/w photos.
Penguin • 688 pp. • 978-0-14-311481-9 • $18.00
A Choice Outstanding Academic Title
Also available: Ghost Wars, p. 9; The Grand Trunk Road, p. 30; and Private Empire, p. 40

Richard Fletcher
THE CROSS AND THE CRESCENT
Christianity and Islam from Muhammad to the Reformation
“Beautifully written...as good an introduction as I have read to the history of medieval Islam and its relations with the Christian world.”—The New York Review of Books.
Penguin • 208 pp. • 978-0-14-303481-0 • $15.00

Jennifer M. Lavin
THE BURDEN OF AMERICA
Christianity in the Middle East
Riverhead Books • 304 pp. • 978-1-59448-790-6 • $26.95
A Choice Outstanding Academic Title
Also available: The Century That Made Islam, p. 21

Andrei P. Tsygankov
RUSSIA’S JOURNEY TO MEXICO
A Diplomatic History of the Russian–Mexican Relationship
“Tsya’s book is a welcome addition to the small yet growing literature on Russian–Mexican relations.”—Robert Service.
University of Texas Press • 368 pp. • 978-0-292-72833-4 • $25.00

Masha Gessen
THE MAN WITHOUT A FACE
The Unlikely Rise of Vladimir Putin
Riverhead • 304 pp. • 978-1-59448-842-9 • $27.95

Mitchell Bard
THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO THE MIDDLE EAST CONFLICT
Fourth Edition
See Reference, page 55

Denotes new or forthcoming title
Journal of the Middle East

Middle East studies offer sweeping, beautiful writing, intellectual brilliance and a statement of principle. —The Wall Street Journal.

“Goodwin’s interviews with Muslim women in ten countries both fascinate and disturb.” —The New York Times Book World.

“A heart-pounding read that not only reveals the never before told story of KSM and his terrorist plots, but also the politics surrounding his capture and possible trial.” —Richard Perle, former assistant secretary of defense. “A fascinating book.” —General Richard B. Myers, ret., former chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff.


“An absorbing narrative that captures the epic quality of an era to which Muslims of all persuasions look for inspiration.” —The Sunday Times (London).

“An absorbing narrative that captures the epic quality of an era to which Muslims of all persuasions look for inspiration.” —The Sunday Times (London).

“A richly insightful, highly readable, and acutely felt offering, one that is also critical and even handed.” —San Francisco Journal.


“A heart-pounding read that not only reveals the never before told story of KSM and his terrorist plots, but also the politics surrounding his capture and possible trial.” —Richard Perle, former assistant secretary of defense. “A fascinating book.” —General Richard B. Myers, ret., former chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff.

“The Many Faces of the 9/11 Architect, Khalid Shaikh Mohammed
“A heart-pounding read that not only reveals the never before told story of KSM and his terrorist plots, but also the politics surrounding his capture and possible trial.” —Richard Perle, former assistant secretary of defense. “A fascinating book.” —General Richard B. Myers, ret., former chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff.

“A richly insightful, highly readable, and acutely felt offering, one that is also critical and even handed.” —San Francisco Journal.

“A richly insightful, highly readable, and acutely felt offering, one that is also critical and even handed.” —San Francisco Journal.


“A heart-pounding read that not only reveals the never before told story of KSM and his terrorist plots, but also the politics surrounding his capture and possible trial.” —Richard Perle, former assistant secretary of defense. “A fascinating book.” —General Richard B. Myers, ret., former chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff.

“A richly insightful, highly readable, and acutely felt offering, one that is also critical and even handed.” —San Francisco Journal.
INDIA BECOMING
A Portrait of Life in Modern India

“Kapur shows how the old rural cycle of the south Indian village depicted and romanticized by R. K. Narayan is fracturing and breaking apart to reveal a very new, more unstable world where the old certainties are disappearing and everything is up for grabs.”—William Dalrymple, author of Nine Lives: In Search of the Sacred in Modern India.

Riverhead • 416 pp. • 978-1-59448-576-7 • $16.00

Kamala Markandaya
NECTAR IN A SIEVE
Introduction by Indira Ganesan
Afterword by Thrity Unrighar

Signet Classics • 224 pp. • 978-0-451-53172-8 • $7.95

Patricia McArindle
FARISHTA: A Novel

“Compelling...more than a book about one woman and her desire to help Afghans find their own way.”—The Huffington Post.

Riverhead • 256 pp. b/w photos, maps. • 978-0-04-303825-2 • $16.00

Greg Mortenson and David Oliver Relin
THREE CUPS OF TEA
One Man’s Mission to Fight Terrorism and Build Nations...One School at a Time
Foreword by Sir Edmund Hillary

The story of a former mountaineer’s campaign to build schools in Pakistan. “Mortenson’s mission is admirable, his conviction is unassailable, his territory exotic.”—The Washington Post.

Riverhead • 16 pp. b/w photos, maps. • 978-0-04-303825-2 • $16.00 Also Available: Stones into Schools 978-0-04-311823-7

Rashed Kidwai
SONIA: A Biography
Fully Revised and Updated
Tracks the evolution of Sonia Gandhi against the backdrop of the Congress party’s return to power after years in the Opposition.

Penguin India • 248 pp. • 978-0-670-08284-1 • $21.95

Akash Kapur
INDIA
A Portrait of Life in Modern India

“One of those rare books in which a businessman proves himself to be a capable, expository writer, a balanced social and political commentator, and an innovative economic thinker.”—The New York Times.

Penguin • 528 pp. • 978-0-14-311667-7 • $17.00

Matteo Pistono
IN THE SHADOW OF THE BUDDHA
One Man’s Journey of Discovery in Tibet

“Revealing...of circumstances in contemporary Tibet.”—The Dalai Lama. “Pistono’s account of his quest for spiritual illumination and political justice is heartbreaking and awe-inspiring.”—Booklist (starred review).

Plume • 288 pp. • 978-0-452-29751-7 • $16.00

Ahmed Rashid
PAKISTAN ON THE BRINK
The Future of America, Pakistan, and Afghanistan

The leading journalist Pakistan lays out America’s options with Pakistan and Afghanistan in the post-Bin Laden years. Viking • 256 pp. • 978-0-06-032346-2 • $26.95

Penguin • 256 pp. • 978-0-14-312283-8 • $16.00

Paperback available February 2013

DESCENT INTO CHAOS: The United States and the Failure of Nation Building in Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Central Asia

“Leaves one with the unmistakable impression that the bungling of the war in Afghanistan was even worse than the troubled execution of the war in Iraq, both in terms of the delusional thinking involved and the catastrophic consequences.”—San Francisco Chronicle.

Penguin • 560 pp. • 978-0-14-313587-1 • $18.00


JIHAD
The Rise of Militant Islam in Central Asia

“[A] masterful commentary on the troubled region....Combines the research of a skilled investigative journalist with an academic’s clear-headed and weighty analysis.”—Financial Times.

Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-200260-5 • $16.00

Arundhati Roy
WALKING WITH THE COMRADES

“[A] brilliant piece of reportage.”—The Guardian (London). In this frontline exposé of brutal repression in India, the internationally renowned author chronicles her months spent living with rebel guerrillas.

Penguin • 240 pp. • 978-0-14-312059-9 • $15.00

Khuswant Singh, Bhisham Sahni, and Saadat Hasan Manto
MEMORIES OF MADNESS: Stories of 1947

This volume features stories about the human cost of Partition, including Khuswant Singh’s “Train to Pakistan,” Bhisham Sahni’s “Tamas,” and “Toba Tek Singh” and other sketches and stories by Saadat Hasan Manto.

Penguin India • 366 pp. • 978-0-14-302863-5 • $15.95

Raghav Bahl
SUPERPOWER: The Amazing Race Between China’s Hare and India’s Tortoise

“A unique and gripping account of the evolving geopolitics and the role of India and China in a transformational shift.”—Anand Sharma, Minister of Commerce and Industry, Government of India.

Portfolio • 272 pp. • 978-1-59184-396-2 • $26.95

May-lee Chai and Winberg Chai
CHINA A TO Z
Everything You Need to Know to Understand Chinese Customs and Culture

Plume • 304 pp. • 978-0-452-28887-4 • $16.00

Mikel Dunham
BUDDHA’S WARRIORS
The Story of the CIA-Backed Tibetan Freedom Fighters, the Chinese Communist Invasion, and the Ultimate Fall of Tibet

Foreword by the Dalai Lama

Tarcher • 448 pp. • 978-1-58542-348-4 • $29.95

Alexandra Harvey
THE CHINA PRICE: The True Cost of Chinese Competitive Advantage

An eyewitness exposé of how China’s factory economy competes for Western business by selling out its workers, its environment, and its future. “Presents the inconvenient truths about China and globalization that flat worlders have overlooked.”—Clade Prestowitz, author of Three Billion New Capitalist.

Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-311486-4 • $16.00

Martin Jacques
WHEN CHINA RULES THE WORLD
The End of the Western World and the Birth of a New Global Order
Second Edition

“Provocative...a fascinating account.”—The New York Times.

Penguin • 488 pp. • 978-0-14-311800-8 • $20.00
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Tom Gjelten
BACARDI AND THE LONG FIGHT FOR CUBA
The Biography of a Cause
“The Bacardi liquor story is every bit as engaging as Cuba’s tumultuous political history, and both narrative strands are inexorably intertwined.”—The Washington Post.
Penguin • 432 pp. • 978-0-14-311632-5 • $17.00

Graham Greene
THE LAWLESS ROADS
Introduction by David Rieff
Graham’s account of his expedition to Mexico in the late 1930’s to report on the brutal anticlerical purges of President Calles—an experience that would provide him with the setting and theme for The Power and the Glory.
Penguin Classics • 240 pp. • 978-0-14-303973-0 • $15.00

THE POWER AND THE GLORY
Introduction by John Updike
Penguin Classics • 240 pp. • 978-0-14-029202-2 • $15.00

Julie Greene
THE CANAL BUILDERS: Making America’s Empire at the Panama Canal
See Latin America and the Caribbean, page 16

Dan Koeppel
BANANA: The Fate of the Fruit That Changed the World
“An important addition to the impact that one product can have on the history of many of the world’s nations, empires, and civilizations.”—Jack Devine, The Richard Stockton College of New Jersey. “A multifaceted story about how the fruit’s unique nature has allowed it to become a worldwide food staple and a geopolitical force that has both shaped and toppled nations.”—The Boston Globe.
Plume • 304 pp. • 978-0-452-29008-2 • $16.00

José Martí
SELECTED WRITINGS
Translated by Esther Allen
Introduction by Roberto González Echevarría
Includes—for the first time in English—Martí’s War Diaries. “No English-language collection is as comprehensive as this handsome new addition to the Penguin Classics.”—Tom Miller, L.A. Times Book Review.
Penguin Classics • 496 pp. • 978-0-14-243704-9 • $17.00

Patrick Neate and Damian Platt
CULTURE IS OUR WEAPON
Making Music and Changing Lives in Rio de Janeiro
Preface by Caetano Veloso
“This book captures the energetic feel of the city and of everything AfroReggae does perfectly.”—Quincy Jones.
Penguin • 224 pp. • 978-0-14-311933-3 • $16.00

Himike Nanas
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT LATINO HISTORY 2008 Edition
Plume • 432 pp. • 978-0-452-28889-8 • $17.00

Mirta Ojito
FINDING MÁNANA
A Memoir of a Cuban Exodus
“Trenchant, muscular prose suitable for describing Cuba’s increasingly grim realities...Ms. Ojito triggers the memory of a papaya on a hot day in the Cuban countryside: bright color, sweet pulp, bitter seeds.”—The New York Times.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-303660-9 • $16.00

John Paul Rathbone
THE SUGAR KING OF HAVANA
The Rise and Fall of Julio Lobo, Cuba’s Last Tycoon
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-311933-3 • $16.00

Edwin Williamson
THE PENGUIN HISTORY OF LATIN AMERICA
Now fully updated to 2009, this acclaimed history of Latin America tells its turbulent story from Columbus to Chavez. “Easily the best one-volume survey of the whole sweep of Latin American history. It is well written, balanced in interpretation, comprehensive in its coverage of major issues.”—David Bushnell, Univ. of Florida.
Penguin • 720 pp. • 978-0-14-103475-1 • $20.00

Kofi Annan
INTERVENTIONS
A Life in War and Peace
In this candid memoir of global statecraft, the former Secretary-General of the United Nations shares his unique perspective of the terrorist attacks of September 11; the American invasions of Iraq and Afghanistan; the wars among Israel, Hezbollah, and Lebanon; the humanitarian tragedies of Somalia, Rwanda, and Bosnia; and the geopolitical transformations following the Cold War.
Penguin Press • 512 pp. • 978-1-59420-420-3 • $36.00

Louis Auchincloss
WOODROW WILSON: A Life
See The White House, page 5

John S. Burnett
DANGEROUS WATERS
Modern Piracy and Terror on the High Seas
Plume • 368 pp. • 978-0-452-28413-5 • $16.00

Kofi Annan with Nader Mousavizadeh
INTERVENTIONS
A Life in War and Peace
For instructions on requesting permission to photocopy Penguin Group (USA) titles for coursepacks and general classroom use visit: www.penguin.com/permissions

or call the Copyright Clearance Center at 978.750.8400.
Richard Overy

1939

Countdown to War

“Overy’s book is easily the best account of Europe’s descent into...death and destruction.”—Evening Standard (London). “A gripping analysis of the final days of peace...indispensable.”—The Times (London).

Penguin • 176 pp. • 978-0-14-312006-3 • $14.00

David Rohde

THE NEXT WAR

Democracy, Islam and the Reinvention of American Power

An incisive look at the calamitous “privatization” of the war on terror, how the multi-billion dollar civilian contractor effort has failed in a radically changed Islamic world, with proposals for a wholly different approach to the post-Arab Spring Middle East.

Viking • 352 pp. • 978-0-670-02644-9 • $27.95
Available March 2013
Also available: A Rope and a Prayer, p. 10; Endgame, p. 27

Donald Rumsfeld

KNOWN AND UNKNOWN

A Memoir

“A meaty, well-written book that will be a primary source for historians...this power memoir deserves to be read with the care that went into writing it.”—Christopher Buckley, BusinessWeek.

Sentinel • 832 pp. • 978-1-59523-067-6 • $36.00

G. Richard Shell

BARGAINING FOR ADVANTAGE

Negotiation Strategies for Reasonable People Updated Edition

From the director of the Wharton Executive Negotiation Workshop, an accessible and authoritative guide to making every move in every negotiating situation.

Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-303697-5 • $16.00

Douglas Stone, Bruce Patton, and Sheila Heen

DIFFICULT CONVERSATIONS

How to Discuss What Matters Most 10th Anniversary Edition

Foreword by Roger Fisher

Now updated with “Answers to Ten Questions People Ask.” “These talented communicators blend a daunting array of disciplines into highly readable and practical advice.”—Booklist. Members of the Harvard Negotiation Project—which brought readers Getting to Yes—demonstrate how to handle the most difficult conversations with confidence and skill.

Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-311844-7 • $16.00

William Ury

THE THIRD SIDE

Why We Fight and How We Can Stop

“Brings Ury’s years of experience in anthropology, mediation, and international peacekeeping to his search for an answer to perhaps the central question of the New Millennium: Is peace a possibility or a pipe dream?”—Daniel Bowling, Society of Professionals in Dispute Resolution. “Bill Ury has a remarkable ability to get to the heart of a dispute and find simple but innovative ways to resolve it.”—Jimmy Carter.

Penguin • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-029634-1 • $16.00

LEADERSHIP

John Carlin

PLAYING THE ENEMY

Nelson Mandela and the Game That Made a Nation

See Africa, page 22

Robin Gerber

LEADERSHIP

THE ELEANOR ROOSEVELT WAY

Timeless Strategies from the First Lady of Courage

Foreword by James Macgregor Burns “A powerful primer for leaders in any field and of any political stripe.”—Congressman Richard Gephardt. 16-page b/w photo insert.

Portolio • 352 pp. • 978-1-59184-020-6 • $16.00

Nassir Ghaemi

A FIRST-RATE MADNESS

Uncovering the Links Between Leadership and Mental Illness

From the director of the Mood Disorders Program at Tufts Medical Center. “A grippingly psychological history, faceted largely by the biographies of eight famous leaders...carefully plotted and sensibly argued.”—The Boston Globe. “Intuitively accurate and banked off the latest psychiatric research.”—Neurosphere.

Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-321333-6 • $16.00

Chris St. Hilaire with Lynette Padwa

27 POWERS OF PERSUASION

Simple Strategies to Seduce Audiences & Win Allies

“Full of smart strategies to help you communicate more effectively.”—James W. Robinson, Senior Vice President, U.S. Chamber of Commerce.

Prentice Hall Press • 240 pp. • 978-0-7382-0499-1 • $15.00

Noel M. Tichy and Warren G. Bennis

JUDGMENT

How Winning Leaders Make Great Calls

“Great calls deserve a comparable book to explain them, and now we have one. Read, learn, enjoy.”—George P. Shultz, former United States Secretary of State.

Portfolio • 400 pp. • 978-1-59184-293-4 • $17.00

MILITARY CAMPAIGNS AND STRATEGY

Caroline Alexander

THE WAR THAT KILLED ACHILLES

The True Story of Homer’s Iliad and the Trojan War

“An insightful analysis of command responsibility in war. Caroline Alexander’s superb use and account of the Trojan War raises issues as relevant in today’s conflict as they were in Homer’s time. This is a must read for all who aspire to command.”—General Anthony C. Zinni.

Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-311826-8 • $16.00

Jon Lee Anderson

GUERRILLAS

An on-the-ground account of five diverse insurgent movements around the world: the mujahedin of Afghanistan, the FMLN of El Salvador, the Karen of Burma, the Polisario of Western Sahara, and a group of young Palestinians fighting against Israel in the Gaza Strip. Making the most of unprecedented, direct access to his subjects, Anderson combines powerful, firsthand storytelling with balanced, penetrating analysis of each situation.

Penguin • 304 pp. • 978-0-14-303697-5 • $17.00
A Washington Post and Library Journal Best Book of the Year; a Publishers Weekly Editor’s Pick

Michael Asher

KHARTOUM

The Ultimate Imperial Adventure

“A scintillating tale of a period of history that deserves to be remembered.”—The Guardian.

Penguin UK • 480 pp. • 978-0-14-025855-4 • $18.00

Thomas P. M. Barnett

GREAT POWERS

America and the World After Bush

“Cheekily provocative...picks up where The Pentagon’s New Map left off.”—The New York Times. “Barnett is the most influential defense intellectual writing these days.”—The Washington Post.

Berkeley • 496 pp. • 978-0-425-32325-5 • $16.00

THE PENTAGON’S NEW MAP

War and Peace in the Twenty-First Century

“Brilliant and innovative. It offers a persuasive analysis of the post 9/11 world as well as policy prescriptions flowing from that analysis...he is an entertaining writer.”—National Review.

Berkeley • 448 pp. • 978-0-425-20239-5 • $16.00
Also available: Blueprint for Action 978-0-425-21174-8

Max Boot

WAR MADE NEW: Weapons, Warriors, and the Making of the Modern World

Examines how technological and strategic revolutions have transformed the battlefield—from the Spanish Armada to the War on Terror—and how these innovations have shaped the rise and fall of nations and empires. “Brilliantly crafted history.”—The Wall Street Journal.

Gotham • 640 pp. • 978-1-592-40315-8 • $18.00
Peter Padfield  
**MARITIME DOMINION**  
Naval Campaigns That Shaped the Modern World, 1852-2001

“Ambitiously argued and beautifully written...history ranks among the finest of recent times.”— *Sunday Times*. “The best naval historian of his generation.”—John Keegan.

*Overlook* • 384 pp. • 978-1-59020-754-3 • $18.95

**MARITIME POWER**  
Naval Campaigns That Shaped the Modern World, 1788–1851

“Peter Padfield is the best naval historian of his generation.”—John Keegan. 9 maps & diagrams, 32 b/w photos & illustrations.

*Overlook* • 480 pp. • 978-1-58867-748-1 • $17.95  
*Winner of the Mountbatten Maritime Prize*

Mark Perry  
**PARTNERS IN COMMAND**  
George Marshall and Dwight Eisenhower in War and Peace


*Penguin* • 512 pp. • 978-0-14-316784-8 • $18.00

Jonathan Stevenson  
**LEARNING FROM THE COLD WAR**  
Rebuilding America’s Strategic Vision in the 21st Century

See American Diplomacy and Foreign Policy, page 11

John Prados  
**ISLANDS OF DESTINY**  
The Solomons Campaign and the Eclipse of the Rising Sun

A compelling reassessment of how the Allies beat Japan on the sea, in the air, and in the jungles of the Solomon Islands in WWII.

*NAL Caliber* • 336 pp. • 978-0-451-23804-7 • $26.95  
*Available October 2012*

**NORMANDY CRUCIBLE**  
The Decisive Battle That Shaped World War II in Europe

“A fresh point of view on the 1944 battle that emphasizes intelligence, logistics and the battle’s unexpected strategic consequences.”—Kirkus Reviews.

*NAL* • 336 pp. • 978-0-451-23694-4 • $15.00

Dennis Showalter  
**PATTON AND ROMMEL**  
Men of War in the Twentieth Century

“One of the most distinguished American historians of WWII returns with an outstanding parallel biography...The research is thorough, the quality of writing superb.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review). Photos and maps.

*Berkeley* • 448 pp. • 978-0-425-20663-8 • $17.00

P. W. Singer  
**WIRED FOR WAR**  
The Robotics Revolution and Conflict in the 21st Century

A military expert reveals how science fiction is fast becoming reality on the battlefield, changing not just how wars are fought, but also the politics, economics, laws, and ethics that surround war itself. “Riveting and comprehensive, encompassing every aspect of the rise of military robotics.”—*Financial Times*.

*Penguin* • 512 pp. • 978-0-14-316784-8 • $18.00

S. M. Plokhy  
**Yalta: The Price of Peace**

See American Diplomacy and Foreign Policy, page 10

ISLANDS OF DESTINY  
The Solomons Campaign and the Eclipse of the Rising Sun  
By John Prados

For all inquiries, including speakers’ fees and availability, visit the website or email speakersbureau@us.penguinputnam.com

www.penguinspeakersbureau.com

College Faculty Information Service (CFIS)

Join the College Faculty Information Service for personal assistance and complimentary exam copies. See page 53 for more info or visit www.penguin.com/facinfo.

Philip Gourevitch and Errol Morris  
**THE BALLAD OF ABU GHRAIB**

See American Diplomacy & Foreign Policy, page 10

Michael Hastings  
**THE OPERATORS**  
The Wild and Terrifying Inside Story of America’s War in Afghanistan

“A masterful work...a brutal, authentic voice to America’s decade-old misadventure in Afghanistan.”—*Los Angeles Times*. “Superb...provides vital insights about the war not available anywhere else...from one of the bravest and most intrepid journalists who has covered it.”—Salon.com. Blue Rider Press • 320 pp. • 978-0-307-34739-6 • $27.95

Plume • 432 pp. • 978-0-452-28986-5 • $16.00

*Paperback available December 2012*

Tony Lagouras and Allen Mikaelian  
**FEAR UP HARSH**  
An Army Interrogator’s Dark Journey Through Iraq

“Anyone who wants to know what went wrong in Iraq should read this book.”—Michael Posner, President and Founder, Human Rights Watch.

*NAL* • 272 pp. • 978-0-451-22315-9 • $16.00

Martha Raddatz  
**THE LONG ROAD HOME**  
A Story of War and Family

From ABC correspondent Raddatz, the story of a brutal 48-hour firefight that conveys in harrowing detail the effects of war not just on the soldiers, but also on their families. “Grit and high drama....Searingly vivid evidence of the toll U. S. soldiers pay.”—*The New York Times*. “A masterpiece of literary nonfiction.”—*The Washington Post*.

*Berkeley* • 352 pp. • 978-0-425-21136-6 • $16.00

Colby Buzzell  
**MY WAR: KILLING TIME IN IRAQ**

“My War...is nothing less than the soul of an extremely interesting human being at war on our behalf in Iraq.”—Kurt Vonnegut. “Takes you on a soldier’s-eye view of the front lines of the war.”—*Newsweek*.

*Berkeley* • 366 pp. • 978-0-425-21136-6 • $16.00

John Crawford  
**THE LAST TRUE STORY I’LL EVER TELL**  
An Accidental Soldier’s Account of the War in Iraq

The story of a Florida National Guard soldier’s experience in Iraq. “Harrowing and exquisite.”—Time magazine. “A savage, gritty, and compelling work that reveals the true cost of the Iraqi Adventure, the price paid by young soldiers.”—James Crumbley, author of *The Right Madness*.

*Riverhead* • 240 pp. • 978-1-59448-201-4 • $16.00

David Axe and Matt Bors  
**WAR IS BORING**

Bored Stiff, Scared to Death in the World’s Worst War Zones

A Washington Post correspondent’s war memoir, in the form of a graphic novel provides a highly original look at war in the 21st century.

*NAL* • 128 pp. • 978-0-451-23081-9 • $12.95

Philip Gourevitch and Errol Morris  
**THE BALLAD OF ABU GHRAIB**

See American Diplomacy & Foreign Policy, page 10

Tony Lagouras and Allen Mikaelian  
**FEAR UP HARSH**  
An Army Interrogator’s Dark Journey Through Iraq

“Anyone who wants to know what went wrong in Iraq should read this book.”—Michael Posner, President and Founder, Human Rights Watch.

*NAL* • 272 pp. • 978-0-451-22315-9 • $16.00

Martha Raddatz  
**THE LONG ROAD HOME**  
A Story of War and Family

From ABC correspondent Raddatz, the story of a brutal 48-hour firefight that conveys in harrowing detail the effects of war not just on the soldiers, but also on their families. “Grit and high drama....Searingly vivid evidence of the toll U. S. soldiers pay.”—*The New York Times*. “A masterpiece of literary nonfiction.”—*The Washington Post*.

*Berkeley* • 352 pp. • 978-0-425-21136-6 • $16.00

Colby Buzzell  
**MY WAR: KILLING TIME IN IRAQ**

“My War...is nothing less than the soul of an extremely interesting human being at war on our behalf in Iraq.”—Kurt Vonnegut. “Takes you on a soldier’s-eye view of the front lines of the war.”—*Newsweek*.

*Berkeley* • 366 pp. • 978-0-425-21136-6 • $16.00

John Crawford  
**THE LAST TRUE STORY I’LL EVER TELL**  
An Accidental Soldier’s Account of the War in Iraq

The story of a Florida National Guard soldier’s experience in Iraq. “Harrowing and exquisite.”—Time magazine. “A savage, gritty, and compelling work that reveals the true cost of the Iraqi Adventure, the price paid by young soldiers.”—James Crumbley, author of *The Right Madness*.

*Riverhead* • 240 pp. • 978-1-59448-201-4 • $16.00

Michael Hastings  
**THE OPERATORS**  
The Wild and Terrifying Inside Story of America’s War in Afghanistan

“Brings a fresh eye and a brutally authentic voice to America’s decade-old misadventure in Afghanistan.”—*Los Angeles Times*. “Superb...provides vital insights about the war not available anywhere else...from one of the bravest and most intrepid journalists who has covered it.”—Salon.com. Blue Rider Press • 320 pp. • 978-0-399-15986-6 • $27.95

Plume • 432 pp. • 978-0-452-28986-5 • $16.00

*Paperback available December 2012*

Tony Lagouras and Allen Mikaelian  
**FEAR UP HARSH**  
An Army Interrogator’s Dark Journey Through Iraq

“Anyone who wants to know what went wrong in Iraq should read this book.”—Michael Posner, President and Founder, Human Rights Watch.

*NAL* • 272 pp. • 978-0-451-22315-9 • $16.00

Martha Raddatz  
**THE LONG ROAD HOME**  
A Story of War and Family

From ABC correspondent Raddatz, the story of a brutal 48-hour firefight that conveys in harrowing detail the effects of war not just on the soldiers, but also on their families. “Grit and high drama....Searingly vivid evidence of the toll U. S. soldiers pay.”—*The New York Times*. “A masterpiece of literary nonfiction.”—*The Washington Post*.
Andrew Carnegie
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY
OF ANDREW CARNEGIE and
THE GOSPEL OF WEALTH
Introduction by Gordon Hurler
Signet Classics • 352 pp. • 978-0-451-53038-7 • $6.95

Steve Coll
PRIVATE EMPIRE
Exxon Mobil and American Power
“Meticulous, multi-angled and valuable....
It’s among this book’s achievements that it attempts to view a dysfunctional energy world, as often as not, through Exxon Mobil’s eyes....Mr. Coll’s prose sweeps the earth like an Imax camera.” —The New York Times.
“Groundbreaking....Masterful as a corporate portrait.”—American Prospect.
Penguin Press • 688 pp. • 978-1-59420-335-0 • $36.00
Also available: Ghost Wars, p. 9; The Bin Ladens, p. 28; On the Grand Trunk Road, p. 30

Tyler Cowen
AN ECONOMIST GETS LUNCH
New Rules for Everyday Foodies
One of the most influential economists of the decade argues that just about everything you’ve heard about food is wrong.
Dutton • 304 pp. • 978-0-525-95266-4 • $26.95

James Canton, Ph.D.
THE EXTREME FUTURE
The Top Trends That Will Reshape the World in the Next 20 Years
A renowned global futurist prepares businesses and individuals for the radical changes on the horizon.
Plume • 384 pp. • 978-0-452-28866-9 • $16.00

Andrew Carnegie
THE “GOSPEL OF WEALTH” ESSAYS
and Other Writings
Edited with an Introduction
and Notes by David Nasaw
This collection demonstrates the steel magnates beliefs on wealth, poverty, the public good, and capitalism.
Penguin Classics • 128 pp. • 978-0-14-303989-1 • $12.00

Charles D. Ellis
THE PARTNERSHIP
The Making of Goldman Sachs
“Exhaustively researched...paints a convincing picture of an institution that has got most of the important things right.”—The Economist.
Penguin • 768 pp. • 978-0-14-311612-7 • $20.00

Niall Ferguson
HIGH FINANCIER
The Lives and Time of Siegmund Warburg
“Prodigiously researched...clear and vivid and precise.”—The Wall Street Journal. Tells the story of Siegmund Warburg, a complex man who was as much a psychologist, a politician, and an actor-manager as a banker.
Penguin • 576 pp. • 978-0-14-311940-1 • $22.00
A Bloomberg Book of the Year

THE ASCENT OF MONEY
A Financial History of the World
Penguin • 448 pp. • 978-0-14-311617-2 • $16.00

THE HOUSE OF ROTHSCHILD
Volume 1: Money’s Prophets: 1798-1848
“Exhaustively researched...paints a convincing picture of an institution that has got most of the important things right.”—The Economist.
Penguin • 576 pp. • 978-0-14-311617-2 • $22.00

Also available: Colossus, p. 45; The War of the World, p. 37; Civilization, p. 22

Doug Fine
TOO HIGH TO FAIL
Cannabis and the New Green Economic Revolution
The first in-depth look at the burgeoning legal cannabis industry.
Gotham • 368 pp. • 978-1-592-40709-5 • $28.00

Charles Fishman
THE WAL-MART EFFECT
How the World’s Most Powerful Company Really Works—and How It’s Transforming the American Economy
“Saunters through the influential economic ecosystem that the discount chain represents with clarity, compelling nuance, and refreshing objectivity.”—Christian Science Monitor.
Penguin • 336 pp. • 978-0-14-303878-8 • $16.00
A Choice Outstanding Academic Title

Christia Freeland
PLUTOCRATS
The Rise of the New Global Super-Rich and the Fall of Everyone Else
A powerfully researched, timely exposé of income inequality by an acclaimed business journalist.
Penguin Press • 304 pp. • 978-1-59420-409-8 • $25.00
Available October 2012

John Kenneth Galbraith
A SHORT HISTORY OF FINANCIAL EUPHORIA
“Dourly irreverent analyses of financial deba- ches from the tulip craze of the seventeenth century to the recent plague of junk bonds.”—The Atlantic.
Penguin • 128 pp. • 978-0-14-028365-3 • $14.00

Denotes new or forthcoming title
GUIDE TO GLOBAL ECONOMICS

of Chinese Competitive Advantage
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See Reference, page 55

THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S

Craig Hovey

See China, page 31

THE CHINA PRICE:

Alexandra Harney

Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-312000-1 • $16.00

The Wall Street Journal

book.”—Globe

compassion and community.”—ship can bring suffering but can also foster

“A wonderful reminder that economic hard-

Great Depression

How One Man’s Kindness—and a Trove of

letters—Revealed the Hidden History of the

Great Depression

“A wonderful reminder that economic hardship can bring suffering but can also foster compassion and community.”—The Boston Globe. “A tirelessly reported and lively book.”—The Wall Street Journal.

Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-312000-1 • $16.00

Alexandra Harney

THE CHINA PRICE: The True Cost of Chinese Competitive Advantage

See China, page 31

Craig Hovey

THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S

GUIDE TO GLOBAL ECONOMICS

See Reference, page 55

Neil Irwin

THE ALCHEMISTS

Three Central Bankers and a World on Fire

The Washington Post’s lead economics corres-

Penguin Press • 400 pp. • 978-1-59420-462-3 • $29.95

Available April 2013

Sasha Issenberg

THE SUSHI ECONOMY

Globalization and the

Making of a Modern Delicacy

“One of those rare books that reveals a vast and
fascinating system behind something you’ve
entirely taken for granted...A brilliant look at
globalization in practice.”—Steven Johnson.

Portoio • 352 pp. • 978-1-59240-363-9 • $16.00

Joe Jackson

THE THIEF AT THE END OF THE WORLD

Rubber, Power, and the Seeds of Empire

This tale of 19th-century biopiracy recounts how 70,000 rubber tree seeds were smuggled from Brazilian rainforests to London, where they contributed to an economic boom. “Deeply researched and thoroughly readable.”—The Wall Street Journal.

Penguin • 432 pp. • 978-0-14-314161-1 • $16.00

Martin Jacques

WHEN CHINA RULES THE WORLD

The End of the Western World

and the Birth of a New Global Order

See China, page 31

Eric Jansz

THE POSTCATACSTROPHE ECONOMY

Rebuilding America and

Avoiding the Next Bubble

“A powerful and important book about how we can build an American economy in which ‘finance once again serves the productive economy instead of rules it.’”—Former U.S. Senator Bill Bradley.

Portoio • 224 pp. • 978-1-59184-263-7 • $25.95

David Cay Johnston

THE FINE PRINT

How Big Companies Use “Plain English”
to Rob You Blind

A bestselling author’s shocking analysis of the
tough outsider willing to go to battle with
anyone—colleague or contact—in pursuit of the story.”—Financial Times.

Portoio • 304 pp. • 978-1-59184-536-2 • $16.00

Charles Goyette

THE DOLLAR MELTDOWN

Surviving the Impending Currency

Crisis with Gold, Oil, and Other

Unconventional Investments

“Goyette does a great job explaining why America faces a looming financial crisis and outlines commonsense strategies for individuals to protect themselves and their families. This book truly is a must read.”—Congressman Ron Paul.

Portoio • 272 pp. • 978-1-59184-370-2 • $17.00

Alan Greenspan

THE AGE OF TURBULENCE

Adventures in a New World

“First rate...Intelligent in a way that few pop-

cular books on economics manage or even try
to be.”—The Economist.

Penguin • 576 pp. • 978-0-14-311493-7 • $17.00

A BusinessWeek, Financial Times, USA Today, and Library Journal Book of the Year

Ted Gup

A SECRET GIFT

How One Man’s Kindness—and a Trove of

Letters—Revealed the Hidden History of the

Great Depression

“With a tireless, informed, and compassionate

storytelling, this book restores the human side
of high finance, revealing the messy, complicated
decision making that can make the difference
between success and failure in Wall Street’s
toughest firm.”—U.S. Senator Bill Bradley.

Penguin • 464 pp. • 978-0-14-311872-5 • $17.00

Jane Kamensky

THE EXCHANGE ARTIST

A Tale of High-Flying Speculation and

America’s First Banking Collapse

“The dramatic birth of modern money culture in America told through the story of Andrew Dexter, Jr., a wily New England entrepre-

neur, visionary, and scoundrel. “Dazzling, disturbing....As much a history of a banking crisis as an excavation of the foundations of the American economy.”—Jill Lepore, Harvard University.

Penguin • 464 pp. • 978-0-14-311490-1 • $17.00

A Choice Outstanding Academic Title

Kate Kelly

STREET FIGHTERS

The Last 72 Hours of Bear Sterns, the Toughest Firm on Wall Street

“Brilliantly reported...her narrative is grippingly propulsive and peopleed with fascinatingly drawn characters.”—The Los Angeles Times.

Portoio • 256 pp. • 978-1-59184-318-4 • $16.00

John Maynard Keynes

THE ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES

OF THE PEACE

Introduced by Robert Lekachman

“The most important economic document relating to World War I and its aftermath.”—John Kenneth Galbraith.

Penguin Classics • 336 pp. • 978-0-14-018805-9 • $17.00

Dan Koopel

BANANA: The Fate of the Fruit

That Changed the World

See Latin America and the Caribbean, page 34

Mark Kurlansky

SALT: A World History

“A piquant blend of the historic, political, commercial, scientific and culinary...sure to entertain as well as educate.”—Publishers Weekly.

Penguin • 498 pp. • 978-0-14-012880-5 • $17.00


Roger Lowenstein

THE END OF WALL STREET

“Lowenstein, a highly accomplished financial journalist, lays out what may be the best explanation yet of the recent crash—and as good a prediction as any on what happens next.”—Barron’s.

Penguin • 364 pp. • 978-0-14-31872-5 • $17.00

A Bloomberg Book of the Year

ONLINE TABLES OF CONTENTS

Find tables of contents to hundreds of academic titles at www.penguin.com/toc
Roger Lowenstein
WHILE AMERICA AGED
How Pension Debts Ruined General Motors, Stopped the NYC Subways, Bankrupted San Diego, and Loom as the Next Financial Crisis
Portfolio • 288 pp. • 978-0-14-311538-0 • $16.00
Also available: Origins of the Crash 978-0-14-303467-4

Sebastian Mallaby
MORE MONEY THAN GOD
Hedge Funds and the Making of a New Elite
The first authoritative history of hedge funds—from their origins in the 1960s and 1970s to their role in the financial crisis of 2007–2009.
Penguin • 512 pp. • 978-0-14-311941-8 • $17.00
A Bloomberg Book of the Year
Also available: The World’s Banker 978-0-14-303679-1

Bethany McLean and Joe Nocera
ALL THE DEVILS ARE HERE
The Hidden History of the Financial Crisis
New Afterword
“The best business book of 2010.”—The Huffington Post. “Not for a page do the authors let any political theory or party off the hook as they deftly weave arguments, refutations and facts upon facts in this gripping account.”—Associated Press.
Portfolio • 416 pp. • 978-1-59184-438-9 • $17.00

Eduardo Porter
THE PRICE OF EVERYTHING
Finding Method in the Madness of What Things Cost
“At a time of seemingly proliferating risks...Porter’s searching book is a welcome reminder of the necessity of prudent decision making.”—The New York Times Book Review.
Porter’s searching book is a welcome reminder of the necessity of prudent decision making...This is a must-read book.”—Library Journal.
Porter • 352 pp. • 978-1-59184-053-4 • $16.00

James Rickards
CURRENCY WARS
The Making of the Next Global Crisis
“A compelling case...thought-provoking information...This is a must-read book.”—Booklist. “A literate financier with a global view.”—Barron’s.
Porter • 320 pp. • 978-1-59184-427-3 • $16.00

Ellen E. Schultz
RETIREMENT HEIST
How Corporations Plunder and Profit from the Nest Eggs of American Workers
An award-winning Wall Street Journal reporter draws back the curtain on one of the biggest yet least understood scandals in decades.
Portfolio • 256 pp. • 978-1-59184-333-7 • $26.95
Paperback available October 2012

Nandan M. Nilekani
IMAGINING INDIA
The Idea of a Renewed Nation
See Central and South Asia, page 31

Michael Perino
THE HELLHOUND OF WALL STREET
How Ferdinand Pecora’s Investigation of the Great Crash Forever Changed American Finance
Penguin • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-312003-2 • $17.00
A Bloomberg Book of the Year

Nouriel Roubini and Stephen Mihm
CRISIS ECONOMICS
A Crash Course in the Future of Finance
Updated with a New Afterword
Penguin • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-311963-6 • $17.00
A Bloomberg Book of the Year; A New York Times Notable Book

Jeffrey D. Sachs
COMMON WEALTH
Economics for a Crowded Planet
With powerful illustrations and moving words, [Sachs] describes what humanity must do if we are to share a common future on this planet...“Explains the most basic economic reckoning that the world faces.”—Al Gore. 8 pp. color maps & diagrams, b/w charts.
Penguin • 400 pp. • 978-0-14-311487-1 • $17.00

Juliet B. Schor
TRUE WEALTH
How and Why Millions of Americans Are Creating a Time-Rich, Ecologically Light, Small-Scale, High-Satisfaction Economy
“Juliet Schor has been the most perceptive and prescient writer on economics this country has had for the last two decades. Here she looks forward once again, clearing a path through the wreckage of our economic collapse towards something more durable and maybe even more fun.”—Bill McKibben. Published in hardcover as Plenitude.
Penguin • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-311942-5 • $16.00

Ellen Ruppel Shell
CHEAP: The High Cost of Discount Culture
“How intelligently and disturbing...should be mandatory reading for anyone trying to figure out our current financial mess.”—Library Journal.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-311763-6 • $16.00

Juliet B. Schor
READY TO ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS
FOREWORD BY BONO
“A compelling blueprint for eliminating extreme poverty from the world by 2025. Sachs’s analysis and proposals are suffused with all the practical experience of his twenty years in the field...”—George Soros. “Book and man are brilliant, passionate, optimistic and impatient...Outstanding.”—The Economist.
Penguin • 416 pp. • 978-0-14-303658-6 • $17.00

Jeffrey D. Sachs
THE END OF POVERTY
Economic Possibilities for Our Time
“Not for a page do the authors let any political theory or party off the hook as they deftly weave arguments, refutations and facts upon facts in this gripping account.”— Associated Press.
Portfolio • 464 pp. • 978-1-59184-053-4 • $17.00

The New York Review of Books
— issues of social relationships and human behavior.”

Michael Perino
THE HELLHOUND OF WALL STREET
How Ferdinand Pecora’s Investigation of the Great Crash Forever Changed American Finance
Penguin • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-312003-2 • $17.00
A Bloomberg Book of the Year

Nouriel Roubini and Stephen Mihm
CRISIS ECONOMICS
A Crash Course in the Future of Finance
Updated with a New Afterword
Penguin • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-311963-6 • $17.00
A Bloomberg Book of the Year; A New York Times Notable Book

Jeffrey D. Sachs
COMMON WEALTH
Economics for a Crowded Planet
With powerful illustrations and moving words, [Sachs] describes what humanity must do if we are to share a common future on this planet...“Explains the most basic economic reckoning that the world faces.”—Al Gore. 8 pp. color maps & diagrams, b/w charts.
Penguin • 400 pp. • 978-0-14-311487-1 • $17.00

Juliet B. Schor
TRUE WEALTH
How and Why Millions of Americans Are Creating a Time-Rich, Ecologically Light, Small-Scale, High-Satisfaction Economy
“Juliet Schor has been the most perceptive and prescient writer on economics this country has had for the last two decades. Here she looks forward once again, clearing a path through the wreckage of our economic collapse towards something more durable and maybe even more fun.”—Bill McKibben. Published in hardcover as Plenitude.
Penguin • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-311942-5 • $16.00

Ellen Ruppel Shell
CHEAP: The High Cost of Discount Culture
“How intelligently and disturbing...should be mandatory reading for anyone trying to figure out our current financial mess.”—Library Journal.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-311763-6 • $16.00

Juliet B. Schor
READY TO ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS
FOREWORD BY BONO
“A compelling blueprint for eliminating extreme poverty from the world by 2025. Sachs’s analysis and proposals are suffused with all the practical experience of his twenty years in the field...”—George Soros. “Book and man are brilliant, passionate, optimistic and impatient...Outstanding.”—The Economist.
Penguin • 416 pp. • 978-0-14-303658-6 • $17.00

Jeffrey D. Sachs
THE END OF POVERTY
Economic Possibilities for Our Time
“Not for a page do the authors let any political theory or party off the hook as they deftly weave arguments, refutations and facts upon facts in this gripping account.”— Associated Press.
Portfolio • 464 pp. • 978-1-59184-053-4 • $17.00

The New York Review of Books
— issues of social relationships and human behavior.”

Michael Perino
THE HELLHOUND OF WALL STREET
How Ferdinand Pecora’s Investigation of the Great Crash Forever Changed American Finance
Penguin • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-312003-2 • $17.00
A Bloomberg Book of the Year

Nouriel Roubini and Stephen Mihm
CRISIS ECONOMICS
A Crash Course in the Future of Finance
Updated with a New Afterword
Penguin • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-311963-6 • $17.00
A Bloomberg Book of the Year; A New York Times Notable Book
Robert Skidelsky

JOHN MAYNARD KEYNES
1883-1946: Economist, Philosopher, Statesman

Skidelsky has revised and abridged his three-volume biography into one definitive book. “A masterpiece of biographical and historical analysis.”—The New York Times Book Review
Penguin • 1,056 pp. • 978-0-14-303615-9 • $35.00
Winner of the Lionel Gelber Prize for Outstanding Nonfiction in International Affairs, the Arthur Ross Award from the Council on Foreign Affairs, and named a Choice Outstanding Academic Title

David M. Smick

THE WORLD IS CURVED
Hidden Dangers to the Global Economy

“A essential read for those who wish to understand the workings, politics, and distresses of the global financial system.”—Alan Greenspan
Portfolio • 336 pp. • 978-1-59184-290-3 • $17.00

Adam Smith

THE THEORY OF MORAL SENTIMENTS
New Introduction by Amartya Sen
Edited with Notes by Ryan Patrick Hanley
Penguin Classics • 528 pp. • 978-0-14-043208-4, $15.00

THE WEALTH OF NATIONS: BOOKS IV–V
Edited with an Introduction and Notes by Andrew Skinner
Penguin Classics • 672 pp. • 978-0-14-043615-0, $15.00

Stephen Yafa

COTTON
The Biography of a Revolutionary Fiber

“With wit and intelligence, Yafa demonstrates how a good deal of history can be learned by following a single thread.”—Ira Berlin, The Washington Post
Penguin • 416 pp. • 978-0-14-303722-4 • $15.00

Aristotle

THE POLITICS
Translated and Introduced by T. A. Sinclair
Revised and Re-Presented by Trevor J. Saunders
The search for the ideal state and the best possible constitution are the basis for Aristotle’s Politics. Critical Introduction, prefatory comments to each chapter, original line numbers, bibliographies, glossaries.
Penguin Classics • 312 pp. • 978-0-14-044421-6 • $14.00

THE ACHARNIANS and The Clouds
Selected Works

Includes The Acharnians and The Clouds. Penguin Classics • 304 pp. • 978-0-14-044814-6 • $9.00


Penguin • 1,056 pp. • 978-0-14-303615-9 • $35.00
Winner of the Lionel Gelber Prize for Outstanding Nonfiction in International Affairs, the Arthur Ross Award from the Council on Foreign Affairs, and named a Choice Outstanding Academic Title

Julius Caesar

THE CIVIL WAR
Translated and Introduced by Jane F. Gardner
Appendices, glossary of persons and places, maps.
Penguin Classics • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-044187-1 • $14.00

THE CONQUEST OF GAUL
Translated by S. A. Handford
Revised and Introduced by Jane F. Gardner
Suggestions for further readings, notes, appendices, chronology, glossary of persons and places, maps.
Penguin Classics • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-044433-9 • $12.00

Saint Augustine

CITY OF GOD
Translated by Henry Bettenson
With an Introduction by Gill Evans
A revised edition of one of the most influential documents in the development of Christianity.
Penguin Classics • 1,184 pp. • 978-0-14-044431-5 • $15.00

ITALIA
A COUNTERFEITER’S PARADISE
The Wicked Lives and Surprising Adventures of Three Early American Moneymakers

“A thoughtful...economic history of Americans and money.”—San Francisco Chronicle.
Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-312077-3 • $18.00

Julius Caesar

THE CIVIL WAR
Translated and Introduced by Jane F. Gardner
Appendices, glossary of persons and places, maps.
Penguin Classics • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-044187-1 • $14.00

THE CONQUEST OF GAUL
Translated by S. A. Handford
Revised and Introduced by Jane F. Gardner
Suggestions for further readings, notes, appendices, chronology, glossary of persons and places, maps.
Penguin Classics • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-044433-9 • $12.00

Ben Tarnoff

THE COUNTERFEITER’S PARADISE
The Wicked Lives and Surprising Adventures of Three Early American Moneymakers

“A thoughtful...economic history of Americans and money.”—San Francisco Chronicle.
Penguin • 384 pp. • 978-0-14-312077-3 • $18.00

Ben Tarnoff

THE COUNTERFEITER’S PARADISE
The Wicked Lives and Surprising Adventures of Three Early American Moneymakers

“A thoughtful...economic history of Americans and money.”—San Francisco Chronicle.
A bold new interpretation of modern history, examining a society’s capacity for collective action as the key to the formation of empires. "Turchin’s view of [history] from the perspective of an evolutionary biologist... promises a great deal."—The Times Literary Supplement

Plume • 416 pp • 978-0-452-28819-5 • $16.00
DECISION MAKING

John Coates
THE HOUR BETWEEN DOG AND WOLF
Risk Taking, Gut Feelings, and the Biology of Boom and Bust

A successful Wall Street trader turned Cambridge neuroscientist reveals the biology of boom and bust and how risk taking transforms our body chemistry. His conclusions shed light on all types of high-pressure decision making—from the sports field to the battlefield.
Penguin • 368 pp. • 978-1-59420-338-1 • $27.95

George Lakoff
THE POLITICAL MIND
A Cognitive Scientist’s Guide to Your Brain and Its Politics

“Unyielding, provocative, ambitious...filled with fascinating scientific research, is apt to find a receptive audience among citizens who hunger for a new progressive renaissance.”—San Francisco Chronicle.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-311568-7 • $17.00

Gerd Gigerenzer
GUT FEELINGS
The Intelligence of the Unconscious

“Before his research, this was a topic dismissed as crazed superstition. Gigerenzer is able to show how aspects of intuition work and how ordinary people successfully use it in modern life.”—The New York Times.
Penguin • 388 pp. • 978-0-14-311376-8 • $16.00

Richard H. Thaler and Cass R. Sunstein
NUDGE: Improving Decisions About Health, Wealth, and Happiness Revised and Expanded

“Fundamentally changes the way I think about the world.”—Steven Levitt, co-author of Freakonomics.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-311526-7 • $16.00

Tyler Cowen
DISCOVER YOUR INNER ECONOMIST
Use Incentives to Fall in Love, Survive Your Next Meeting, and Motivate Your Dentist

“Drive is the rare book that will get you to think and inspire you to act. Pink makes a strong, science-based case for rethinking motivation.”—Dr. Mehmet Oz, co-author of YOU: The Owner’s Manual.
Riverhead • 272 pp. • 978-1-59448-480-3 • $16.00

Barry Schwartz and Kenneth Sharpe
PRACTICAL WISDOM
The Right Way to Do the Right Thing
Two Swarthmore College professors present a reasoned and urgent call to embrace and protect the essential human quality that has been drummed out of our lives: wisdom.
Riverhead • 336 pp. • 978-1-59448-543-5 • $16.00

Daniel H. Pink
DRIVE: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us

“Driv[ing] the essential human quality that has been tect[ed] by the rational mind.”—Don Tapscott.
Riverhead • 272 pp. • 978-1-59448-480-3 • $16.00

J. D. Trout
WHY EMPATHY MATTERS: The Science and Psychology of Better Judgment

Viking • 352 pp. • 978-0-670-02295-3 • $40.00
Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-311201-2 • $20.00
Paperback available October 2012
A New York Times Book Review Notable Book

STEVEN PINKER
THE BETTER ANGELS OF OUR NATURE
Why Violence Has Declined

Viking • 332 pp. • 978-0-670-02295-3 • $40.00
Penguin • 332 pp. • 978-0-14-311201-2 • $20.00

Also available: The Stuff of Thought 978-0-14-311424-6

The Owners Manual.

“Before his research, this was a topic dismissed as crazed superstition. Gigerenzer is able to show how aspects of intuition work and how ordinary people successfully use it in modern life.”—The New York Times.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-311526-7 • $16.00

The Modern Denial of Human Nature

“For a complete list of Ayn Rand titles, visit www.penguin.com/academic.

LEONARD PEIKOFF
THE DIM HYPOTHESIS
Why the Lights of the West Are Going Out

“A groundbreaking, controversial new theory by Ayn Rand’s literary heir and executor, which identifies the three methods people use to integrate concrete data into a unified system: Integration, Misintegration, and Disintegration.
NAL • 320 pp. • 978-0-451-23481-0 • $27.95

OBJECTIVISM
The Philosophy of Ayn Rand

For a complete list of Ayn Rand titles, visit www.penguin.com/academic.

THE BLANK SLATE
The Modern Denial of Human Nature

Penguin • 528 pp. • 978-0-14-311034-3 • $18.00
Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize

THE BETTER ANGELS OF OUR NATURE
Why Violence Has Declined

Viking • 332 pp. • 978-0-670-02295-3 • $40.00
Penguin • 332 pp. • 978-0-14-311201-2 • $20.00
Paperback available October 2012
A New York Times Book Review Notable Book

THE BETTER ANGELS OF OUR NATURE
Why Violence Has Declined

Viking • 332 pp. • 978-0-670-02295-3 • $40.00
Penguin • 332 pp. • 978-0-14-311201-2 • $20.00

Also available: The Stuff of Thought 978-0-14-311424-6

Ayn Rand
THE FOUNTAINHEAD

Ayn Rand
THE FOUNTAINHEAD

For a complete list of Ayn Rand titles, visit www.penguin.com/academic.

THE BLANK SLATE
The Modern Denial of Human Nature

Penguin • 528 pp. • 978-0-14-311034-3 • $18.00
Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize

THE BETTER ANGELS OF OUR NATURE
Why Violence Has Declined

Viking • 332 pp. • 978-0-670-02295-3 • $40.00
Penguin • 332 pp. • 978-0-14-311201-2 • $20.00
Paperback available October 2012
A New York Times Book Review Notable Book

THE BETTER ANGELS OF OUR NATURE
Why Violence Has Declined

Viking • 332 pp. • 978-0-670-02295-3 • $40.00
Penguin • 332 pp. • 978-0-14-311201-2 • $20.00
Paperback available October 2012
A New York Times Book Review Notable Book

THE BETTER ANGELS OF OUR NATURE
Why Violence Has Declined

Viking • 332 pp. • 978-0-670-02295-3 • $40.00
Penguin • 332 pp. • 978-0-14-311201-2 • $20.00
Paperback available October 2012
A New York Times Book Review Notable Book

THE BETTER ANGELS OF OUR NATURE
Why Violence Has Declined

Viking • 332 pp. • 978-0-670-02295-3 • $40.00
Penguin • 332 pp. • 978-0-14-311201-2 • $20.00
Paperback available October 2012
A New York Times Book Review Notable Book

THE BETTER ANGELS OF OUR NATURE
Why Violence Has Declined

Viking • 332 pp. • 978-0-670-02295-3 • $40.00
Penguin • 332 pp. • 978-0-14-311201-2 • $20.00
Paperback available October 2012
A New York Times Book Review Notable Book

THE BETTER ANGELS OF OUR NATURE
Why Violence Has Declined

Viking • 332 pp. • 978-0-670-02295-3 • $40.00
Penguin • 332 pp. • 978-0-14-311201-2 • $20.00
Paperback available October 2012
A New York Times Book Review Notable Book
Gordon S. Wood
REVOLUTIONARY CHARACTERS
What Made the Founders Different
“Wood uses his enormous knowledge of the era to situate his subjects within a historical and political context, stripping away accretions of myths and commentary.” — The New York Times
Penguin • 336 pp. • 978-0-14-311208-2 • $16.00

THE AMERICANIZATION OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
“Dazzling...Franklin in all his richness and complexity.” — The New York Review of Books
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-303594-9 • $16.00
A New York Times Notable Book; A Washington Post Book of the Year
Also available: The Purpose of the Past 978-0-14-311504-5; The Idea of America, p. 51

Benjamin Franklin
THE PORTABLE BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
Edited with an Introduction by Larzer Ziff
Penguin Classics • 272 pp. • 978-0-14-303594-9 • $11.00

AUTobiography, Poor Richard, and Later Writings
Edited by J. A. Leo Lemay
Library of America • 816 pp. • 978-1-931082-11-4 • $30.00

SILENCE DOGOOD, THE BUSY-BODY, and Early Writings
Edited by J. A. Leo Lemay
Library of America • 823 pp. • 978-1-931082-22-8 • $35.00

John Adams
THE PORTABLE JOHN ADAMS
Edited with an Introduction by John Patrick Diggins
“A brilliantly selected and annotated edition of the wisdom of John Adams....The exemplary introduction...is alone worth the price of admission.” — Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.
Penguin Classics • 576 pp. • 978-0-14-303578-0 • $20.00

REVOLUTIONARY WRITINGS 1755-1775
Library of America • 750 pp. • 978-1-931082-09-6 • $35.00

REVOLUTIONARY WRITINGS 1775-1783
Library of America • 750 pp. • 978-1-931082-01-0 • $35.00

James Madison
WRITINGS
Edited by Jack N. Rakove
Library of America • 966 pp. • 978-1-883011-66-6 • $40.00

George Washington
WRITINGS
Edited by John H. Rhoaden
Library of America • 1,184 pp. • 978-1-883011-23-9 • $40.00

François Furstenberg
IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER
Washington’s Legacy, Slavery, and the Making of a Nation
Penguin History of American Life Series
Penguin • 352 pp. • 978-0-14-311931-3 • $16.00

Ron Chernow
ALEXANDER HAMILTON
“Moving and masterly...by far the best biography ever written about the man.” — The New York Times
16-pp. b/w photos. • 978-0-14-039016-2 • $16.00

COMMON SENSE
Thomas Paine
COMMON SENSE, RIGHTS OF MAN, AND OTHER ESSENTIAL WRITINGS
Introduction by Jack Fruchtman, Jr.
Penguin Classics • 128 pp. • 978-0-14-311193-1 • $16.00

John Adams
THE AMERICANIZATION OF THE FOUNDER
“A rich work...properly balanced between political theory and the making of a nation... requires and provides an introduction to history.” — The New York Times
Penguin Classics • 544 pp. • 978-0-14-311238-9 • $16.00

George Washington
WRITINGS
Edited by Eric Foner
Library of America • 1,108 pp. • 978-1-931082-04-4 • $40.00

Thomas Jefferson
NOTES ON THE STATE OF VIRGINIA
Edited with an Introduction and Notes by Frank Shuffelton
Penguin Classics • 368 pp. • 978-0-14-043667-9 • $16.00

THE PORTABLE THOMAS JEFFERSON
Edited by Merrill D. Peterson
Includes A Summary View of the Rights of British America and Notes on the State of Virginia complete; “Response to the Citizens of Albemarle”; “Opinion on the Constitutionality of a National Bank”; letters; other writings.
Penguin • 640 pp. • 978-0-14-015080-3 • $20.00

Nancy Isenberg
FALLEN FOUNDER
The Life of Aaron Burr
“Reveals a gifted lawyer, politician and orator who championed civility in government and even feminist ideals, in a political climate that bears a marked resemblance to our own.” — The Washington Post.
Penguin • 560 pp. • 978-0-14-311371-3 • $17.00

Craig Nelson
THOMAS PAINE: Enlightenment, Revolution, and the Birth of Modern Nations
“Provides cogent reasons why the man who wrote Common Sense has often been neglected by the cheerleaders for the American Revolution.” — Los Angeles Times
Penguin • 432 pp. • 978-0-14-311238-9 • $16.00

Politics Theory — American
Denotes new or forthcoming title
Richard Rorty

PHILOSOPHY AND SOCIAL HOPE

“Instead of moral certitude, [Rorty] urges us to champion American individuality, flexibility and idiosyncrasy—qualities brilliantly on display in this book.”—The New York Observer

Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-026288-9 • $16.00

George Saunders

THE BRAINDEAD MEGAPHONE: Essays

Saunders’s first foray into nonfiction leads the reader across the rocky political landscape of modern America—and across the globe—with incisive essays on literature, travel, and politics. Riverhead • 272 pp. • 978-1-59448-256-4 • $14.00

Theo Colborn, Dianne Dumanoski, and John Peterson Myers

OUR STOLEN FUTURE

Are We Threatening Our Fertility, Intelligence, and Survival?

A Scientific Detective Story

“Critically important book that forces us to ask new questions about the synthetic chemicals that we have spread across this Earth.”—Al Gore.

Plume • 336 pp. • 978-0-452-27414-3 • $17.00
Bill McKibben, editor
AMERICAN EARTH
Environmental Writing Since Thoreau
Foreword by Al Gore
A selection of essential American writings that changed the way we look at the natural world and our place in it. Includes: Walt Whitman, John Muir, Mary Austin, Aldo Leopold, Rachel Carson, Edward Abbey, Wendell Berry, Michael Pollan, and many more. Chronology of the environmental movement and American environmental history, photos, illustrations. Library of America • 900 pp. • 978-1-59853-033-9 • $40.00
A Plenty Magazine Top Ten Green Book

Ruth Ozeki
MY YEAR OF MEATS
“A very funny, very ambitious first novel about a Japanese American documentary filmmaker who gleefully takes on the meat industry, the media, wife-battering, sexism and racism.”—San Francisco Chronicle.
Penguin • 400 pp. • 978-0-14-028046-3 • $16.00
Winner of the Kiriyama Pacific Rim Book Prize
Also available: All Over Creation 978-0-14-200389-3

Greg Palast
VULTURES’ PICNIC
In Pursuit of Petroleum Pigs, Power Pirates, and High-Finance Carnivores
“Doggedly independent, undaunted by power... [Palast’s] stories bite—so relevant they threaten to alter history.”—Chicago Tribune.
 “[Palast] is the last of the great investigative reporters.”—Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.
Plume • 416 pp. • 978-0-452-29864-4 • $17.00

Henry Pollack
A WORLD WITHOUT ICE
A Nobel Peace Prize winner explores the crucial, yet threatened, relationship between humans and ice, examining the effects of climate change on drinking water, agriculture, sea levels, and the political future of Antarctica. “A splendid and accessible account of Antarctica and the Arctic, the dynamic and life-sustaining nature of ice, and the urgency of mitigation strategies.”—Gilbert S. Omenn, University of Michigan. “A thorough reminder of what it means to live in a planet with poles and glaciers, and what it will be like without them.”—Bill McKibben.
Avery • 304 pp. • 978-1-59333-407-2 • $16.00

Stephen J. Pyne
HOW THE CANYON BECAME GRAND
A Short History
“It’s an environmental history classic.”—Douglas Brinkley.
Penguin • 240 pp. • 978-0-14-028056-2 • $15.00

Sheldon Rampton and John Stauber
TRUST US, WE’RE EXPERTS!
How Industry Manipulates Science and Gambles with Your Future
“It’s a brilliant piece of investigative journalism and a powerful vaccine against the stupefying effects of the corporate PR machine.”—Barbara Ehrenreich.
Tarcher • 368 pp. • 978-1-58542-139-8 • $15.95
Winner of the George Orwell Award for Distinguished Contribution to Honesty and Clarity in Public Language

Erik Reece
LOST MOUNTAIN: A Year in the Vanishing Wilderness—Radical Strip Mining and the Devastation of Appalachia
Foreword by Wendell Berry
Exposes how a new form of strip mining—mountaintop removal—is destroying one of America’s most diverse ecosystems and the communities that depend on it. “A powerful indictment... There are echoes of Rachel Carson’s warning of ecological disaster.”—The Boston Globe.
Riverhead • 288 pp. • 978-1-9448-236-6 • $15.00
David R. Brower Award winner; a Library Journal Best Book

Marc Reisner
CADILLAC DESERT: The American West and Its Disappearing Water
Revised Edition
“Beautifully written and meticulously researched.”—St. Louis Post-Dispatch. This study of the economics, politics, and ecology of water covers more than a century of desert reclamation in the American West.
Penguin • 608 pp. • 978-0-14-017824-1 • $18.00
Also available: A Dangerous Place 978-0-14-020083-1

Jeremy Rifkin
THE HYDROGEN ECONOMY
The Creation of the Worldwide Energy Web and the Redistribution of Power on Earth
“One of the leading big-picture thinkers of our day, [Rifkin] offers hope that we might end up in a better, more democratic world where energy is cheap and clean.”—Utne Reader.
Tarcher • 304 pp. • 978-1-58542-284-8 • $15.95
Also available: The European Dream, p. 35, The Empathic Civilization, p. 51

Nick Rosen
OFF THE GRID
Inside the Movement for More Space, Less Government, and True Independence in Modern America
The author traveled from one end of the United States to the other to explore the subculture of off-grid living.
Penguin • 320 pp. • 978-0-14-311738-4 • $15.00

Juliet B. Schor
TRUE WEALTH
How and Why Millions of Americans Are Creating a Time-Rich, Ecologically Light, Small-Scale, High-Satisfaction Economy
See Political Economy, page 42
DENIALISM: How Irrational Thinking Hinders Scientific Progress, Harms the Planet, and Threatens Our Lives
See Health, Education, and Welfare, page 18
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Card address (if different from shipping address) __________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Telephone ________________________________

Please use this order form for school and personal copies only.


PENGUIN GROUP (USA)

Academic Marketing Dept. / POLSCI12

375 Hudson Street

New York, NY 10014-3657

Fax: 212-366-2933

TO ORDER ONLINE:
Go to us.penguingroup.com, shop, and enter POLSCI12 in the ‘coupon code’ field of the shopping cart page to receive 20% off.
PENGUIN GROUP (USA)
EXAMINATION COPY ORDER FORM

I would like to consider the following books for course adoption:

Title/Author __________________________________________ Price ______ Fee ______
ISBN (Book #) __________________________ Course Title/# __________________________

Title/Author __________________________________________ Price ______ Fee ______
ISBN (Book #) __________________________ Course Title/# __________________________

Title/Author __________________________________________ Price ______ Fee ______
ISBN (Book #) __________________________ Course Title/# __________________________

Title/Author __________________________________________ Price ______ Fee ______
ISBN (Book #) __________________________ Course Title/# __________________________

Appropriate state and local sales tax must be included for your order to be processed.

Subtotal: $ __________ Sales Tax: $ __________
Total Fee: $ __________

Penguin Group (USA) Inc. now accepts credit cards for examination copies. Please indicate your form of payment below:

❑ Check or money order enclosed payable to PENGUIN GROUP (USA)
❑ Visa    ❑ Master Card    ❑ AmEx    ❑ Discover    Exp. Date __________
Card No. __________________________
Signature __________________________
Card address (if different from shipping address) __________________________

Telephone __________________________
SHIP TO:
Name __________________________
School __________________________
Department __________________________
Street Address (not optional—required for UPS delivery) __________________________
City __________________________ State __________ Zip __________________________

Note: This order form is for books you are considering for course adoption only.

POLSCI12